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PRI:FACE

The State Higher Education Ex,..cutive Officers Associa-.
tilon and the Education Commission of the States, through a
grant from the W. K..Kellogu'Foundation, have sought to
strengthen state-level leadership of postsecondary educatiOn
in responding.tethe growing complexities and cipllenges of.
contemporary times. Four univers.ti.centers wee requested
to develop inservice education programs-as identified by a
national planning board tq carry out the objectives of the
Project. The State and Regional Higher Education Center of

..ThesFlorida State Univerity was designated to organize al".
three-day workshop /seminar' focused upon, problems and issues
which confront the `state officialt directly or in4rectIlly

'codderned With higher and Postsecondary education:-

-The FSU Center first'sought to outline'Specificwork-
shop/seminar objectives by interacting with officeri and
staff from state .budget officers, statefplann-ing officers,
and members'of the State Higher .Educition Executive Officers
Association. Six specific Content modules were developed,ori'
the basis of problems .or issues identified by this procesS.
Each module was conceptualized and ithensarranged to include
formal presentations, illustrations, and demonitrations by''
nationally recognized authorities dsnd experts but with more
than 50% of the tire dedicated to "nuts and bolts" discus-
sion and problems clinic approaches. Individual partici-'
pants we're able to confer,individually with the resource
staff-as well as with each,other on successful or unsuccess:i,
fulvpractice already experienced..

The firs,-module was develOped around the problemg re-
lated to information, wtkil,e,the second module examined the

impact or impingement ftom consumer protection or various
int.vrest groups upon state-level leadership. The,third
problem area used as the basis of a module dealt with legis-
lative,relations and the gamut'of poliCymaking. The fourth
module dealt with problems related to sharing' dwindling -

rbsources'among institutions and througtout statewide sys-
tems (5k postsecondary educatiori. The,fifth module was
designed to address problemg of state agency relationships,.
The sixth and final module dealt with the nature of the
poliilticalproceis and the 'requarements of understanding the
nature of power and influence when operating at the state

In addition to the modules, t concept"Of a clearing-
house or "State Fair" was utilized to assistparticipants
in knowing where to turn for hel,p from varilus organizations
or agencies which often -stand ready to pro.ide a elping-,
hand when state officials knoW of their e:n_stenee and take

vii
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advantage. of th,lr services. This component of the work-
.

shop/seminar is reported in these proceedings trirougli the
incrusion of "thumb-nail sketches" Of the agencies which
were renr;,Sented. t Participants boamo aware of thA fac-t
many additional national, regional, anot state organizations
and ,i_jecies can be utilized as 'resource for assistance on
a variety of issues and problems.

The FSU State'and Regional iligher Educatton Center has
also attempted to demonstrate it accountability in Carry-
,iijAgout its assigned part of the FCS/SHEE0 Inservice Educa-
ion, program. A deliberate effort nas been made to conduct
a post-workLlop/seminar ,sinalysiz to detetmine*'whetAdt the
original objectives, were, in fact, 4thie'ved. The last sec-
tion of these Proceedings reports an analysiS and evalua-
tion by Dr. DeForest L. Trautman who attended the 2hiladel-

' ''' -,phia meeting, interacted with participants and,resource
A people,.made-notes,of corridor conversations, and genera]/ly

,served as an'observer/eValuator of the workshop/seminar./

.
.Upon return to Tallahatssee, Dr: Trautman then listened tp

-
the tapes. of 4brTal presentations and informal discussions.the

soon as transcripts O'f the tapes were available, Dr. .
Trautman'proceeapa to complete his analysis which the reader
's invited to examine before, as well as after, reading the.
foimal presentationsrepofted in this document,

, ..'

While photographs of most of-ethestaff responsible for
designing and conducting'the seminarYworkshop are included,
we wish4'to acknowledge with deep appreciation the Many 'hours
of time and effort, each one,made in order to develop the
workshop in a v y'short time,period. Mrs. ,Phyllis Steinmetz,
Secretary for he Center, and Dr. JoyCe Clampitt,'Research
'Associate, dese ve special recognition for working evenings
and on weekends to guarantee thatsthe workshop and these
proceedingswould be on schedule.

We are also indebted' to Jerome Ziegler, Commissioner for
Higher Education in-Pennsylvania, for his cooperation and
assistance throughput*the planning phases of the workshop.
JIn addition; we are grateful to Allen T. Bonnell, President
of Philadelphia Communit2College and to George Beers,
Director of Audio Visual leaxraingi Resource Centdr, for prp-
viding audio visual and other sdkport equipment for'use.during
eheworkshop. Finally, we Wish e%D. 4presS our appreciation
to Walker Agnew, Commissioner of Region, III, U.S.O.E. egional,
Office'in Philadelphia, for. hits interest and support of the
wOrkshoO.

Louis W. Bender, Director
State and Regional Higher

,Education Center
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.
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4

Patrick McCarthy, Chancellor, State
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John Porter, Executive Director
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Presiding: James P. Michael, Assistant
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Group; II
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(First Floor)
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T. Edward Hollander

Deputy Commissioner

for Higher Education
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INFORMATION RELATED PROBLEMS IN STATE PLANNING.

I remember the first day on the job at the Nes.iYork States
Biaucation Department. I asked about our management informa-
tion systems and was told that we had just finished a compila-
,tipn of our higher education facilities- inventory. A staff
member came into:my office, all excited, and brought these
reams and reams of computer runs and laid them on my desk.
He said,' "Do'you .know we have 103 million net assignable
squarefeet of space in New York State?"

I Aid, 'Really? That's great: HQw do I use that
information?" He replied, "Well, we can tell you about space
on campuses, by college, by utilization rates, by kind of
classroom, and by type of laboratory." I replied, "Thae.s
very good. How do we use the information? Why did we col-
lect it?"

He said, "W611, we!re required to collect the'information
under the Higher Educational Facilities Act." I asked, "How
much did the project cost the taxpayers?"

He

/

said, "We spent a million dollars collecting the file

for New York."-/

To this day, I know of no significant use to which that

material has been put. Yes, we've got detailed informdtion
on facilities by,institution. We've got utilization rates
by institution; we know the age,Okstribution of all,of our

facilities. Yet, the New York State Dormitory Authority.--
which bonds new construction ha's never asked for Lt. The
'State University Which spends enormous amounts for new con-
struction has never asked for it. The City UniversAti, which
has a $2 billion construction program has never asked
I have never asked for it. Our private institutions have
never asked for it, and I must say that I do not believe the
data may have ever been used-foi' any kind of policy decision
in the state.

I don't know if you have similar situations in your

state, but here's a good example of somebbdy deciding,
"Wouldn't it be nice 'if we had these kinds, of data available?"
And when you press people with respect to how it would be
*used, it's pretty hard to pin them down. Yes,.we do make all
kinds.Of interesting comparisons and when an VhstiLution

3 4
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seeks authority for new cdnstruetion wc, ;eview thdir ter ;sent
facilities'. But decisions on new 6onstruction are made on
the basis of a different set of data.

. Let me discuss a second case. At about the same time,
I was taken to a large room and in that room were row upon
row of file cabinets. Each cabinet was filled with some-
thing.cal4,d HEGIS forms by insion. In addition to the
"HEGI" foims they had what Nez, calL"fIEDs" forms; our comple-
ment;fary Higher Education Data System. Thel'v.:.,. gottheir *

. HETIS forms and we're not going to let the federal govern-
ment have HEGIS forms without having our own more precise

1. REDS forms. We give money to private institutions and they
have to be made accountable; so they must file additional
forms with us. We receive audited financial statements from
each of the private,eolleges in the state. And I must con-
fess I have not found anyone on our staff who ever utilized
any of the dati in that room. Theysdidn'dt know what to*do
because the data were collected in anticipation of all kinds
of data needs, yet none, of the anticipated needs ever arose.

- . .

Vve seen the data koblein from another point of view.
When I was in charge of the budget atCity University6 a
Midget officer not directly responsible for bur budget
cliimed that we did not have enough data supporting our bud-
get request. He said, "yot have a $500 million budget
request with a 30-page document, which simply is not suf-
ficient,to justify a $500 million budget4-P I asked him what
he wanted. He wanted supporting information. The budget ,
finally, approved at City Uhiersity is on

in the
line-item basis.

City University is the third largest'univers
world, employs a 10,00'0 member faculty. I called a staff 7
member and ordered, "Get this fellow -our line item budget for
last year and give him all our budget workshdets for :this
year." Staff wheeled in a large cart with seven or eight
ca tons and we loaded them in the budget officer's car and

...
he went back to Albany. We never, saw him again. Our budget
that year, as-in every other year, was negotiated'between
the mayor and the governor in relation to the smaller 30-

page dotument.

The point I'm making is, obviously, that, one of the
dangers we in the data-collecting business face is the danger
of collecting data without knowing "why." If I have a single
ida to convey, it is this--in a complex system, unless vou
%now in aavance Alhat it is you,...,ani. measurin3 and for what .

you rea.ly ought howto collpct the data. We try
to follow :,everal principles 4 NewC24c ._:. order to nini-
mio d.,ItL collect:on. Let me phare them vA_th you.
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First, \before'Ke collect-any data, we test whether or
not that ttdata is going to help make a decision or influence
a decisi6n. If, for example, someone proposes to collect

abput minority group enrollments in 'New York institu-
tions; we'll assume a variety of outcomes and try to deter-
inane how they will influence the'decision. If the data
collected will not inflbence the outcome, we do not collect
the data. It ishlot enough to request data; the person
making the request must justify the need. We regard data
collection from institutions as a terrribly costly process
for us and a terribly costly process for them.

,Principle two, we feed back or try to feed back- all
data to the institutions whichfurnish them. That is, if.1
we collect data from institutions, w want them to know how

,4'we use it and we want them to have it available for their
use.- And you'd be surprised how that limits the kind of-data
you collect becluse you've got to.dosomething with the data
when you get it.. .You.cant just - leaves it in the file some-
where. You've tO to organize it, collate it, and at least
shate it with those who participated in the collection of it.

. .

The third principle is to take into account the impact
on the institutionby estimating data collection Costs.
Just to givefaiou'an example of what that element could.
involve, in the Collection of dat'a on enrollments ('which I

hope we're going td change), we collect 800,000 ieparate
data elements. We collect the,data by,institution, by sex,
by major discipline and by levels, and by status of student
(part-time or full-t'Ime). Eight hundred thousand data
elements: Six months after we collected the data, along
came'the U. S. Office of Civil Rights and requested similar

data. Their - request was for 260 separgte disdiplines, by
ten different racial.groups, (including some who didn't even

live in New York). That would have lileant expanding our data
requirements' from acimoo data elements to ten million. It

meant starting all over again. We asked the OCR how they
would use this data. When we were convinced they had no
idea, we refused to comply.' They wrote to the colleges
directly. I dbn't think they got very much response. I

asked them, "What are you going. to do with,that informa-

tion? Why do you want to know how many black women are
majoring in mathematics at'St. Lawrence University in 1974?"

I got back rather vague answers, but nobody in the Office
of Civil Rights could tell me what policy decisiop would be

considered. What they had in mind, I suspect, was a fishing

expedition for enforcement of anaftirmative action program. 1.

But there are better whys of enforcing affirmative action
programs than asking every institution in the state to do, a

survey of every 'student for every conceivable characteristic
and somehow classify all'the material and feed i',. all into

Washington'. I just couldn't believe that anyone in

1 t
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.J Washington who demanded, that ,kind of data in that detail
could do anything very useful with it. We suiely could not.

We collect data in relationship to four different kinds
of activities. Let me just define"those and then discuss
t em in some detail. First, We try to measure progress
to and goals. That's our most impottant data collection
activity,, I'll spend a little time 'on how we go about-doing
that. S cond, we collect data for purposes of accountability,
that is accountability fgr-funds -received from the state.
Third, we collect data for deci4on making. And fourth, we
colle9t data for purposbs of planing.

The four box headings across the top (reference to
visual aid) are the four Regents goals for postsecondary
edu6ation in the state defined in our statewide plan. See
Appendix A. It's Regents policy to provide open access,
which means every high school graduate, regardless of econo-
mic circumstances, has the right to postsecondary education.
The second goal is, to maintairna comprehensive system,
including all types of institutions to match all types of
student needs. ,Third, we provide special educational oppor-
tunities for persons from groups tecluded previously from
higher education. Our fourth goal is a commitment to
excellence. and quaity., Each of those broad goals is imple-
mented,through a series of programs; much of our data collec-
tion on a continuous basis is to measure, by34astitutaon
and by sector, our progress toward these goals.

Let me just take the example of open access. The pro-
grams for open access are (1) subsidized tuition at the City
University (where it's free), (2) low tuition and guaranteed
access at the State University community colleges, (3) a
very ,generous Tuition Assistance Program for students at
private as well as public colleges, '(4) open admission,
policies throughout the state, and (5) guaranteed transfer
places at public and some private institutions for all two-
yeak college graduates. An important'principle in our state
is that we define our goals in ways that permit us, to measure's

es, progress toward them; otherwise, the goal is meaningless.
Now with respect to open access, we collect detailed infor-
mation on the ucollege-going" rate right down to every high
school in the state. That is, we determine what percent of
every high school graduating class is going on to college.
We can; if we want, detrminewhich college they's going
on to. We aggregate,the data on a county level. Ih other
words, Oe determine ay cot,nty and by region where high school
graduates go. If they go on to 2ostsecondary institutions,
the information also helps us project bur ehrcJiments over
the next decade. We also look at the ratio of students
attending college from upper-income families relation to
lower income families. These data provide a measure of

1
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access by income distribution. We believe a ratio of 1.5
to 1 [of students from families with income above the median
tp families with income below the median] is a favorable
measure of opportunity for low income families to send stu-
dents to college. The data are collected every two years
and Rublished every two years!, Everyone in the state can
take a,look at how well we're doing in relationship to
whatever other standard they want to use.

ComprehensivenesS of the system is our st..e.:cmd goal. We

i

maintain a record (I'm sure most states do the same) f the

N... enrollment distribution of student in the state by i stiu7

tion: We also watch the trend over af five-year perio . We
know what proportion of the students are in the private
sector, by institution, and what proportion attend institu-
tions in the public sector and which public institutions.
We also maintain a detailed institutional profile on every
institution in the state; the profile contains'about fifty

data elementS over a five -year ,Period for that institution:
enrollment trends; debt service per student; endowment per
student; level of deficit (very few have levels of surplds
anymore) and how those measure, change from year to year.

And each year we prepare a list of those institutions which

we believe are in serious financial difficulty. That list

is circulated to three of our offices which deal with those

institutions. The institutions are monitored by the Depart-

ment We maintain projected enrollments for every institu-
tion in the state; that is, we have an enrollment model in

New York for the 1990s that provides detailed data by insti-

tution. If the budget, office wants to know what's the out-

look for South County Community College in 1995, we can
tell them what we thank its enrollment will be under.dif-

ferent assumptions. Usually the budget office seeks the'

answer under the most pessimistic assumption we have because

they're interested.in restri2ting its growth. But we also

get inquiries, from institutibns seeking to increase their

capacity. We update the projections on an annual basis, so

that we can take into accqunt changes in college-going rate

by county, by region, and changes in.institdtional attrac-
tiveness by sector and by institution any time we see a

shift in trends.. Special educational opportunities are made

available to special populations who require special ser-

vies. We measure participation of wcimen and minorities now

on a regular basis, both in the student body and among the

faculty of all colleges and universities in the state. When

we first approached the colleges in 1974 for this informa- .

tion, they balked. They said we had ;o business collecting

it. The information was sensitive. We were asked what we

were going to do with the information. We told them we're

going to'` asure whether we're providing the same kinds of

opportunities r black and Puerto Rican students as we

provide for white students and here's how we're going to
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measure mot, and here's how we're going to report it, not by
institution but by sector, and such information will be
made'availabIe to you: We're going to do the sathe thing for
women and we're going to do the 'same thing witn information
on faculty. When we told them how we were going to use the
information and actually gave them tihe'display tables that
we were going to use in our progress report, we had no
difficulty Collecting the data, Every institution cooper-
ated.

This wag the first time we ever got letters from insti-
tutions thanking us for being so explicit with respect' to
what we were going to use the data for: In our '74 Progress
Report, we were abie.,to report that otiaminoritY enroll-
ments in New York. State, (freshmen cl4T-s, fall '74) exceeded
the proportion of minority students in the college age group,.
And these data helped an awful lot in maintaining support
for our special opportunity programs, where we invest about
50 or 60 million dollars every year. The legislatpre and
the black caucus, which was particularly concerned about the
eff ctiveness of the program, were very much satisfied with
the kind of demonstration of the effectiveness of the large

toutl y of dollars. With. respect to women, we can tell you
the percentage*of women in every class in the state at every
institution; That's an important issue at the moment. We
know\men constitute 52% of our freshmen class--down from
56%, and we're making progress toward a go4 of 50-50 ratio
of men to women in the freshmen clasS.

The measurement of excellence and quality is another
most difficult area. We have in procegs three important
evaluatiokis: doctoral programs by discipline on'a state-
wide basis; master's programs; and we're also working to
reform our teacher training programs. Here again, ,it is
very hard to measure progress. We carefully measure and
-monitor for other reasons the instate college-going rate,
that is the proportion of New York high school graduates
going to New York colleges. And during the past five years
that rate has been stable despite an overall increase in

the college -gbinq rate. Our college-going rate has gone
down 1% a year of the high school graduatifig class and all
of that decline has been experience by colleges in other
states because our instate college-going rate has stayed at

around 51 to 512c, for the last five years. We monitor that k.)

rate for purposes of enrollment projections, but we also
monitor that rate to determine whether or not--and it's a

very rough statistic- -our colleges are continuing to attract
students in relatl.onship to colleges in other states. We
are concerned about the survival of o,ir institutins because
higher education in New York is an important concribution
to our economy. 7 think It probably rJ,r;:! four,;h or fifth

th2 .rate in terms of totri expenaita2os. We ,scarci it

1
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in that sense as well as from an educatitonal pOint of view.
Research grant levels indicate how our gl:aduate instilutions
are doing in the competition for federal funds and for pri-
vate grant funds.'

And these ,measures are e ways of our trying to look
at the ''state of the state', f postsecondary education in
New York and in relationship to Regents goals. Now if the
Regents should identify a new goal or a new program, we
would immediately try to identify those measures which would

' tell "us whether or not that goal is being aqhieved o if

progress is being made toward that coal. Again, we
specify a goal where we can't measure what we're doing,
that goal is pure rhetoric and serves no operational pur-
pose in terms of what we do within our department. The
second set has to do with the very sensitive issue of aid
to private higher education. As "YOU know, we have what we
call the Bundy program. We allocate,$60 million, per year
as general aid through the Bundy programto private insti-
tutions. So we need to hold them accountable and that's a
real problem. How do you hold an institution accountable
for money received without itntervening in their internal

. operation? I believe.that,the State UniNersity and City
Universitygare harassed to death by bureaucrats. You know,
for the money they get--it is a lot--their whole internal
operating structure is rendered less efficient by govern-
ment intervention: the annual budgeting cycle, the pre-
audit of voucher, the competitive bidding .system, all of
these arrangements that result in diseconomies are built
into government's relationship to public higher education.
We don't want to do that to our priyate institutions. The
least interferring way which we could develop, with respect
to holding private institutions accountable, is through the
filing of audit reports. Of course all private institutions
provide REGIS data, but in addition, -we receive audited
financial statements from every private institution. I

have to admit that they are rarely used; whet does one do

with ad audited financial statement? You. know what the fund
balances are and you read the auditor's opinion which often
slates: "In our opinion,if this institution is able to main-
tain enrollments next year,'its financial statements fairly

state its financial position."

We are now looking at, and there's a lot of resistance
in this state, the use of the Information Exchange Project
that NCHEMS has developed as a way of providing a form of
public disclosure'on cost differences among...institutions.

The larger and wealthier institutions inthe state are
arguing that the reporting of cost differences is inappro-
priate because the public cannot understand and evaluate
cost differences, and they would get very upset if they
find that at Cornell College $7,000 is spent per FTE at the

ti
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undergraduate level compared to only 51,500 at Elmira Col-
lege. How do you'explain to the puiAlc tnat Cornell'may
be worth five times more ti-an f',111th-.1: ft is e:Isy to explain
to the students, interestingly enougn; its !larder to ex-
plaid to the public. So,a lot of institutions in tae state
are objecting to the use of XCHEMS data for-:that purposT.
We are going to proceed, we believe, with clet't_in every
institution in the state on the NCAICMS system as quickly
as we can. There are 'two good reasons to do so. The quaii4y
of data we receive stat4ide depends upon.consistency, and
the quality of the data systems at the institutional level.

'''Secoild, we
y
think institutions will use that de .414 if they

have it available and if ,we help turn find uses -for it.

Accountability is a continuing problem and I don't
minimize it. How do you hold ptivate finstitutions fccoune-
able; what kinds of reporting systems are sensibie;'what
kind of data do you look at; and for what purposes? I thipk.

thesequestions also should be raised with respect to pOl
lic institutions. I must say I have more data availabrg`to
us and the department with respect to private .institutions
than we do for public institutions. Public institutions
primarily feel they are accountable since their budgets are
made available to the public and they go through a pre-
audit and post-audit of their expenditures. Private insti-
tutions believe they're accountable if they,make disclosures
with respect to their academic programs. Interestingly
enough, the private sector is much more responsible than
thepublic sector with respect eb academic accountability.

We don't collect all data because we may use it at
some time in the future. If we nead to answer a particular
question, we do a special study. Let me give you three
examples: the Bachelor of Technojlogy degree was in fashion
about 4hree or four years ago. Three programs were estab-
lished in New York and we found a year or two afterward they
had a heck of a time recruiting students. This was at a
time when enrollments were still growing so we began to ask,
"Why?" It turns out that nobody really understood what that
degree meant. So we undertook a study of industry needs
and among students and among the faculties of the enoineering-
technology schools. We concluded that the degree reully was
not a meaningful one and ought not to be continued for a lot
of reasons, which are unimportant. What is important is we
concentrated our research resources on tnt particular cues-
tion and collected whatever data we needed.

Peter Keicel, who is among you, underr.00k a .tuay two
yeaf.-s ago of how students finance their colloge-,,oing costs.
For $15,000 we surveyed enough students tc au able to cjen-
or-1:,z ar;,Du: -che. total stud,nt.po214:at en c York

rospect to how they financed t-he cosz of thea,r
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education. Instead of maintaining an elaborate dad colleC- ( -

tion system, we simply surveyed a-sample of studentsl"\We

were very careful to get valid results, and we are now doing

the same thing for graduate students. Thi one-million-dol2ar
,Higher Education Facility SUrv6y was undertaken because
somebody might ask some questions abqat facilities. 'Ile

. couldn't have done the same thing with respect to student ;.1

financing of c9tlege-going cOstha. Buf opce we had identiXied
o the precise question, it was not costly.Fco obtain the data-
needed for an answer. It is costly to collect da,ta in
anticipation that the question may someday come up; andawhen

doeS, you'll find the data probably doesn't answer the

question anyway because some key element is missing. So in

decision making, we almost always undertake special studies.
4

Let me turn last to'data.for planning needs. Here's -

where our data base is most primitive .and the data area
wheFq we probably should develop much more systematic

approacbe: Let me tell you what we would like .to j.ave

available; and our goad is to have it Available in a year

or two. We are working with NCHEMS to implement: their

statewide planning model. The model is not sophisticated

enough for us' the way it'wconstructed,and we-plan to 'adapt.)

it to our needs. Let me tell7you what it is what we'd like,

to do. We'd'likekto be able to.projec't enrollments by.
income level of..students for every institution in the state

and to be able to measure the impact of changes in state
policy on the enrollment distribution among institutions.
We also want to be able to identify What resource,changes
would' result from shifts of students among the sedtors and.

by program. What that means to us is that fbr every insti-

.
tution, public Or private, we must have within that model
the'incOhe distribution of its student body, including

students enrolled in specials opportunity programs. Also,

we need to measure the impact ofta change in tuition levels

on the distribution of- students.at all institutions. For-

-example, the question'we'd.like to ask today; If we could,

instead of funding the SEEK program (which is a City Uniyer-

sity special opportunity program, at a cost of about.:$4,00,0

per-student), fund 2,000' students in the HEOP piogram (a
comp"arable program'in the private sector which is state
funded), what will be the'itIpact on retention rates; W.-iat

will be the 'impact on state Costs?" And the state costs
involve hot just HEOP program costs, but the impact on stu-

Cent aild- and the impact on construction costs in the public,

sector and the private sector. You 'could get into crude

cost-benefit arATysis--whether the savings in the state results

fro& a shift of 2,000 students between the public ancl

private sector taking into account the :A.nereaSe in the

retention level in theprivate sector, less all thesticki-

ness In casts thativdu c7lr't reduce in the public' sector.

It is.ziortn it fro cost-penefit poict of view. -We

'

2)
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probably wouldn'.-.. clo it anyway because of ,political re4sons,
but we would at least raise the question as to whether'it ti

would make sense even to pursue. Or consider another kind
of question we're trying to deal with atlIthis time. Sup,- .

poseme raise scholarship assistance from a $1,500 ceiling
t, a $1,700 ceiling next fall. What will be the net impact
on state tax.0 and what will be the net shift' of studerits

estin questions and-the answers
in the state? Those questions are ianswers

are,inteesting on an
aggregate basis. They are,useless to us,on an aggregate
basis because we want to know what the impact would be op
each institution in the state; or ,A least major groups of
institutions. Will NYU be better 44k-for worse off?., W.11
the community colleges as a group be better.off,or worse
off? Will the impact be in New York'City or upstate? These
are terribly impOrtant questions because,we are not dealing
with an aggregate called the higher education system; we ,

are dealing with 225 institutions, each of which responds,
differently, is in a different Assembly-district, and has
its own particular and peculiar problems:

So were going tatake the NCHEMS Statewide-Pranning
Model and chargeoit'with sufficient data so that it will be .

our model.. Everyone of our institutions will be able to
answer the kinds guestionsithp if" questions that we
want to ask for purposes of planning.

Ow; in doing all of this; we do not maintain any'data
with rlespect to individual elements at institutions. We f

don't4naintain a record of all students at all institutions;
some states do, I understand. (We dopmaintain unit record
data or facilities at all institutions and that'sa horror.
Every me I think of it, I think what a total waste of money
that i What we do is define the data elements we need
and we help institutions develop a data bank necessary to
mainta n the data for when we need them. We help the insti=
tution themselves develop sophistication. with res .

their in mation.systems so we can get access to hat ata
in a timely,way when we need it. Thus, our long-terip goal,
meaning\&hree years, becaus& that's long-term in New York,
is to get the NCHEMS planning model on line, which involves,
we .think, getting most of our institutions into the NCHEMS
format and minimizing oui-own data requirements as we have
in the pait to the kinds of questions that we think.we need

.

to answer on a regular basis.

The message again--collect as little.as you can and
knbw how you want to' use it when you do collect it. And be
sure that you share it with the institution which is doing
the hard work of getting the data together to meet your needs

I

Thank jau very much.

V
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PROBLEMS AND ISSUES RELATED
TO THE DATA GAME

"When there is little prey, the lions quarrel."
Moslem Proverb

r."

The strain of retrenchment is showing in the higher
education community. Out of the necessity of competing for
limited clients and funds, institu,gions often find it less
a.tkractive to cooperate with one another thz.n to guard
their own territdry. The same can be said For the depart-
mentsand school& on a single campus. Careersare most
readily built during periods of growth. Most/o,f the incen-
tives created by the traditional reward system in higher
education proMpt administrators and faculty to strive to,
at very least, hold on to the numbers'bf students and the
amount of resources they now have. Like the actress who
does not knoWhoW to grow old gracefully, higher education
seems unable to accept the'fect that the'Oriorities of many
Americans no longer grant: top billing to traditional col-
leges and universities as the best possible way to garner
the greatest good with expenditures of public funds.

Sind no one rearlleexpects those with vested interests
in the traditional higher educa,tion establishment to expend.
great energy looking for ways t'o limit, or even diminish,
their own'.4.ole, new agencies to coordinate and monitor the
several caliNse% within each state have been established.
Understandably; such wordsas faculty activity analysis,
cost-benefit accounting; and pfogram complimentation are
alarming to scholars who honestly feel that the best avail-
able means of attacking social ills and technological pro-
blems is through the application of the expertise of academe.
No one can be against efficiency or full disclosure in public

organizations. Yet, the spector of a future in which
educational decisions may be made according to the numbers
rather than by the powers of philosophical persuasion causes
a shudder in campus-office§ from the presideftial suite to
the smallest faculty cubical. New or strengthened state
higher education agencies are, by establishing check points
within the conduit for public funds, threatening oppOrtuni7
ties for upward career mobility as well es limiting campus
',Autonomy to launch promising new programs. Established
academicians find it difficult to acccpt'that state agency _
staff, who frequently, are less experienced and prestigious
thap.campus leaders, are qualified to make judgments about
the limitations or future shape of the higher_ education

17
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enterprise.` Thus, we have drawn uncertain battle lines
between state agencies and local institutions and, in some
Cases, between different sets of institutions. No small
part of this advisory relationship will be a continuous com-
petition i6 what could be dubbed the Data Game.

Data and information are powerfultools. Difficult
decisirms can turn on a single piece of hard fact despite
a wealth of contrary testimony and opinion. Hard data pro-
vide a defense for tic decision-maker under pressure. Thus,
the central rule of the Data Game is that you must obtain
more and better data thaA the opppsition or, if failing
that, discredit the opponent's data. A corollary rule caU-_
tions that above a1;1, vou should never generate the kind of
information about your own campus that may prove more useful
to the coordinators than to your own spokesmen.

a

In theory, dataare but neutr 1 kits of descriptive
information. In reality, this almost never the case.
Just as a sound has meaning only where there is an ear to
hear it, data cannot be examined in the absence of the
value systems each of, us carries,. Told that the student-,
faculty ratio in a given department is 12 to 1, some will
applaud that,fact as a fine accomplishment while others'
will quickly point the accusing finger of fiscal irrespon-
sibility. The bit of data may be neutral but the viewers
are seldom unbiased. The whole concept of accountability
would not be so troublesome if each person could select the
criteria and. standards by which he would be evaluated.

A popular pastime on the academic cocktail circuit
during the past few years has been the tellirgbf horror
stories about the misuse of campus data by those outside
the acaderivic club. Unfortunately, most of the an.ecdotes
are true. HOwever, legislative analysts and state coor-
dinating agency personnel,have no monopoly on the misuse
of data. The Data Game is very democratic. Anyone can
play and institutional people may even have invented the
sport.

Several ways to profitably misuse data can readily be
identified. Perhaps the most widely used strategy in the
Data Game is to display only those pieces of inforffiation
that are helpful in supporting your preconceived position.
In this strategy, half a picture is better than a full view.
Political candidates speak about their strengths and accom-
plishments and seldom draw attention to their past failures
or personal limitations. We have learned to be somewhat
skeptical of politicians who would have us believ,e that they
are paragons of virtue. We should also become more sophis---
ticated in expecting educators to be willing to display
information about both positive and negative aspects of
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' their operations. All is not perfection 'pehind the ivy
walls and educators who appear overly protNes.:.ive of their
institutions increasingly will lack credibility.

A second way,of manipulating data in support of pre-
conceived positions is by aggregating data elements using
decision rules that maximize some comparative figures and
minimize others. When itemizing our incomeltax deductions,
all questionable items become deductions in order to mini-
mize the taxable income. Sometimes it is difficult for
educational organizatiobs to resist the temptatibn to count
credit hours or all6cate costs in such ways as to shape
statistical reports in their'favor. This can prove a clan.-
gerous practice since it is impossibleto maximize more
than one activity at a time. If the cost' of research is

- .

maximized, the cost of instruction and other activities
must be minimized. If the tally of graduate credits is
maximized, the total of undergraduate credits must be dimin-
ished or the case for a legitimate curriculum may be com-
promised. .Statistics about educational operations are used
for multiple decisions and it is. difficult to recalculate
the statistics to suit -the requirements of every new
decision that arises.

There seems to be a proclivity among some analysts
to place all kinds of comparative data from several campuses
in rank ordet and then assume )r imply that relative loca-
tions on the.liat indicate relative value or quality of
performance. Listing the high temperatures for several
ocations in rank order does not tell the peader whether it

w s a nice day in each-location. The question is, nice for
what? Skiers perceive gocd weather in'one way while those(

hoping to Swim at the beach see it quite differently.
Arraying educational costs in rank order tells us little
about the effectiveness of the expenditures in acheiving
unique educational objectives. Listing the most active
stocks on the New York Stock Exchange does not tell us if
any one of them was a good or poor buy. Listing student-
faculty ratios from high to low does not indicate if any of

the courses offered were worthwhile.

r.
Data can be manipulated so as to mislead decision-

makers. Conversely, decisiortLmakers can choose to base
iudgments on only scraps of evidence. Either act constitutes
a misuse of data and shows a lack, of responsibility in
seeking continual improvement-in the management of our

limited educational resouxces. Reaching decisions about itihe

allocation of resources is never easy. Fowever, data and

analysis should always support clarity and illumination of
alterpatives rather than obscurity or bias.

4-11
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Perhaps tne most potentially damaging misus of data
can stem-froth the current preoccupation of many planners
with gathering historical statistics as a basis for futUre
planning and budgeting decisions. As well meaning as these
analysts may be, the,mere discovery and perpetuation of
history may do disservice for both those who seek fiscal
efficiency and those focusing on curriculum improvement.
Gamblers Wouldn't think of setting odds on sporting events
on the basis of past win-loss recz.ls alore. They always
consider new events and inject logic into the odds-making
process. Similarly, discovering the average student-faculty
ratio or cost per credit across the country may tell us
nothing about what such.statistiqp should be for a particu-
lar program in a local colleg or university.

Discovering the status qu is certairily worthwhile,but
not to the exclusion of expending adegiate energy and time
in building4conensus as to the planning parameters that
should be employed for future operations. It may be desir-
able to perpetuate historical funding and workload policies
through futurebudgetary periods. On the other hand, the
experience of past operations t;oupled with newly identified
needs'and-goals mar, call for radical change in resources
allocation pAtterns.lmore time spent. in arriving at plans
through hard logic rated to what it takes to'accomplish-
specific educational (tasks instead of so much time )and
energy expended in analyzing the historical records would
stimulate the educational community toward self improvement.
Few educational plaAners wish to be fettered.by past equa-
Lions, so why not concentrate more effort on what ought to
be rather than what has been.

Sociologists have noLed Chat each person tends to act
according to the test interests of his group. Members of
labor unions may have trouble appreciating the problems of
management' and corporate-management may, in tare, fail to
understand the motivations of government officials. Simi-
larly, those occupying various roles related to the higher
education Data Game are most concerned with the potential,'-
impact on their own positions, opportunities, and responsi-
bilities. Faculty, institutional administrators, and state-
wide coordinators may be viewed as three separate groups
with differing concerns ana views of the possible conse-
quences of providing more data ito other educators apd the
public at large. The reactions of each group to the
development of more mangement information result from a
combination`of perceptions' about what_is good for higher
education and what is good for them personally.

Faculty suspect that those in state agencies and the
general public neither understand nor appreciate their
unique0work2hg style or professional role. Out of necessity,

ae
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faculty pursue many interests simultaneously. Instruction4

is only one facet of the facUlty,,pember's activity. Re-

search and the development of new knowledge and applications,

as well as counseling with studentg and providing services

to public and private organizations through consulting, are

all part of the comprehensive activities that k'e,qp t faculty

member current and valuable. The very nature of the faculty

role establishes a situation in which erratic patterns of

workload, assignmehts, and accomplishment will occur.
ExpAure of such erratic patterns through analysis and pre-

sentation of cold facts in isolation from complete explana-

tion is alarming to faculty.

Those who talk of mandating. standard workload assign-

ments for faculty show a lack of appreciation for,the reali-

ties of the faculty condition. Faculty are jealous of.their

Professional role that requires a large measure of self--

directiqn. They feel that progress is made by those with

the freedom to try new ideas and manage their own resources.

Any use of data that tends to limit the entrepreneurial
latitude of faculty will quickly be resented and resisted.

Faculty are fearful of being turned into production line

employees in the name of efficiency and feel that such a

move must ultimately damage the' quality of instruction,

especially at the graduate level. The wise use of data and

planning information should avoid destruction of the incen-

tivesof faculty as self-directed- professionals and simul-
,

taheously establish planning strategies that direct the

limited educational resources to needed programs in fair

proportions.

Like faculty, institutional administrator fear loss

of autonomy to.manage their own campuses. G ernmental

preoccupation with scrutinizing operational details limits

the administrators' ability to use their al oted resources

as they think best to achieve the goals of the institution.

In addition, too much control. from above deniespopportunities

to start promising new activities that help maintain a

dynamic organization. Most'administrators are intensely

aware of the political processes that can quickly lead to

the capricious use of data as a weapon against the institu-

, tion. In the heat of rough and tumble state politics, data

may quickly be turned to uses for 'which they were never

intended. To the extent that mistrust in the fairness of

the political process exists, administrators understandably

will wish to have iess data rathet than more available to

bureaucratic statewide planning agencies.

Perhaps there is'also more than a little fear on the

part of administrators that they will appear to be in charge

of poorly run organizations when judged by the criteria of

the businesf world. Again, the conflict between business -

like'efficiency and decentralization of decision-making that

t)



has been held so important in the university setting may
be highlighted by an over abundance of analysis and data.
Most administrators would be quite willing to "tell it like
it is" if others would try to understand that colleges are
not factories and the curricula are not assembly lines.

Those in statewide higher education coordinating
agencies are also under considerable pressure when parti-
cipating in the Data Game. Many are in relatively new posi-
tions without established prestige or credibility. They
must justify their existence to legislatures and executive

0 offices by demonstrating their ability, to plan effectively
for the state's postsecondary education network. Currently,
they must rely almost totally on data provided by the
individual campuses for their planning processes. Thus,
the institutions have the power to control the statewide
planning process by the flow of da a they are either able
or willing to report.

An unfortunate) adversary relationship has arisen between
institutional leaders and state agency personnel. The kind
of mutual trust that would enhance opportunities for effec-
tive statewide planning mo frequently do not exist.
Statewide personnel frequently feel that institutional
representatives wish to thwart their efforts and render
them ineffective in accomplishing the statewide planning
function upon which their existence depends. Lacking the
experience and prestige of major campus leaders, they often
feel disadvantaged or insecure when meeting institutional
representatives at the conference table. This leads to
a tendency to avoid involvement with campus leaders whenever
possible and simply plan for them rather than wish them.
A lack of interaction in the statewide planning and budgeting
process can only intensify the feelings of suspicion and
resentment on local campuses. dr

In such an atmosphere of adversary relationships com-
pounded by honestly held differences of opinion about educa-
tional priorities, the Data Game may provide a convenient
battleground. The state agency requests data.and the
institutions reply, "first tell' us what you intend to do

with it.-" The squabbling can be both frustrating and em-

barrassing to all parties, To the geperaa public and its

representatives in state and federal government, higher
education is seen as being unable or unwilling to coalesce
in deference to the public good. The consequence may be
more of the very kinds of,centralized control and demands
for stringent accountability that are most feared by the

institution.

Clearly, it would be in the best interest of all con-

cerned for higher education groups to cooperate in an effort

tJ
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to design a reasonable and laudable plan in each state and
then present unites support for the funding of that plan.
Data and analysis would play a significant .role in such an
approach providing the time honored Data Game strategies
can be cast aside. Data resulting from historical analysis
are not answers. If they are perceived to be answers, the
wrong questions are being asked. Historical analysis is
important in letting educators know where they have been
so they can determine better where they want to go. His-
torical norms must not automatically become frozen policy
for then the flexibility to deal effectively with future
needs.and opportunities will be lost. In most stages, current
statewide planning approaches are less ;than satisfactory to
all concerned parties. Tile major question for the future
is, "how can a planning process be devised that will meet
the basic needs of faculty, various kinds of institutions,
statewide planners and public good?" Finding an answer
to that question should be a primary concern in every state.

The chore of replacing the current Data Game with a
more acceptable planning process may be accomplished i,f
three sequential tasks are completed. First, a more com-
plete delineation of the prerogratives and areas of autonomy
attached to each level of educational management should be

developed at the statewide level and reviewed periodically.
The Carnegie Commission has called 'such statements of policy
an educational Bill of Rights. Faculty, campus administra-
tors'and state agency personnel will all feel more comfort-
able if there are clear policy statements guaranteeing
certain decisions and responsibilities to each group. Fac-

ulty need assurance that the governance proCess will not
encroach upon their right to guide the curriculum, parti-
cipate in appointment of colleagues or manage their own

resources. Campus administrators will feel more comfortable
with written policies assuring them control over management

of internal affairs. State agency-personnel need to know
the limits and imperatives of their responsibility in evalu-
ating programs and budgets and developing a master plan for

postsecondary education. In short, the enabling legislation
that establishes most state coordinating hoards is too vague
and broad to lend clear definition to how the state higher
education system is to operate. The result is a pushing and
shoving match in which each highdr education faction,seeks

to carve out the largest possible domain fox its own control.

An educational Bill of Rights is needed at the statewide level

so that allwparticipants will know the rules of the game.
The time to establish policy is before crises occur rather

than in the heat of jurisdictional disloutes. Since the

jurisdictional disputes have already arisen, the construction

of the suggested educational Bill of'Rights will be a very

difficult, albeit important, undertaking.

4
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A second necessary task aimed at pacification of the
Data Game is the development of a clear statement in each
state defining the sequence of events within the p1an6ing
and budgeting processes. What is needed is a "roadmap"
(or PERT chart) for planning. Too often the planning and
budgeting process is so haphazard and erratic as to mystify

those who are not perpetually involved. The planning map
would he limited and, in part, dictated by the particulars
of th educational Bill of Rights. The statewide planning
proce s it defined could not encroach upon the management
territ ry preserved for faculty or local campuses by the

Bill o Rights. However,.the map would spell out the details

of de sion points and the technology tb he employed by the

state agency in completing the planning and budgeting tasks

allotted to it. The advantage of a map for planning.would
be that all parties would know ahead of time the important
negotiation points upon which plans and budgets would be

built. When the state agency is either unable or unwilling

to adequately describe how it intends to conduct its busi-

ness, institutions are frustrated in knowing how best to
prepare their proposals.

Given a clear strategy for statewide planning and
budgeting, specifications for a statewide datg base apd
management information system can be developed. This effort

would constitute the third task intended to defuse many of

the Data Game weapons: Emphasis should be placed on col-.

letting only those data elements that are essential for the

prescribed planning and budgeting process and avoiding the

temptation to collect every available detail related to

campus operations just in case they should someday be needed.

Toc many statewide management infoirmation systems have been

designed prior to completion and acceptance of the planning

roadmap. In such cases, the management system may dictate

the planning protest and this is clearly a case of the

"tail wagging the dog." Systems should serve people and

not the other way around.

When institutions have played a role in defining' an

_appropriate planning and budgeting process for the state-

wide higher education network, they are.likely to grant some

allegiance and credibility to Lhat system. Of course,

gaining consensus on the details of a statewide planning

process will take tremendous patience and considerable inter-

personal skills. Without institutional support of the plan-

ning and budgeting process,. the flow of data into a statewide

data base in support of that planning process will usually

be painfully irregular. With institutional support of the

planning process, the incentives will be'preseht in the

institutions to make the management information system work

and.the flow of compatible,data from the several campuses

will occur much more smoothly. However, the first time the

t.)
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management data are misused by the state agency, institu-

tional allegiance_to the prescribed statewide planning
process will be shattered and the old Data Game will start

again. Two basic principles that state agencies should
remember in order to ayoid shattering the fragile consensus
surrounding the planning process are: (1) be scrupulously

accurate with any information displays about institutions,
always giving institutions an opportunity to criticize
reports before they are published, and p: concede that
reaching consensus pertaining to what ought to be is more

Important than historical analyses that tend to perpetuate

what has been.

Smoothing of the statewide'planning process will require

a lot of give,and take by all parties. Institutions will

need to provide data in support of diff'rential funding

formulas for various program clusters,at different student

levels. State agencies must agree not to tamper with inter-

nal institutional management problems. In addition, state-

wide coordinating agency personnel must begin to be viewed

as true advocates for education, but institutions must

acknowledge that advocacy does not mean simply carrying

every message each institution proposes to the legislature.

In short, what, is needed. are more edgcational statesmen and

fewer educational poli .hcians. Leaders at:both the state

wide and institutional evels who are able to take a broad,

Ibrig-range vieW and rise above the current bickering may

Make, a major contribution. Human nature and material

incentives will always preclude perfect harmony. However,

any measure of improved cooperation among institutions and

agencies based on hard won consensus will help higher educa-

tion regain public confidence and support.

The technology for effective planning and manac5ement

systems now exists belt, as usual, the technological advance-

ments have surged ahead of the human capacity to fully

utilize them. We must first reach a higher level of cooper-

atioh and trust if we ever intend to shop playing the Data

Game and put to rest the accusation thdt higher education

is interested in studying everything except itself,

I 4
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EXTERNAL INTEREST dROUP IMPINGEMENTS

Some of you have heard this story before,,,but I think
it is particularly appropo in relation to the topid assigned
which is external interest group impihyementson the educa-'
tiafial 'process, in particular the state planning process.
'Warren Hill tells me he was driving along a back road in

. ConnecticUt before he joined us in,Dehver, whei he carne up
' behind a truck. This truck was driving along and the

. driver was engaged in a most peculiar kind of an operation.
He took out a baseball bat and every few minutes as he wars

\driving along, he would reach back behind him and pang the
side of the truck. This went on over the winding road

, through the Connecticut hills for a long way.. Finally, they
reached a little town and came to a stop light when Warren
wa-able to drive up beside the truck driver. Filled with
curiosity, Warren asked, "Just what are you doing? I don't
understand this at all." The driver replied, "Well, I'll
tell you. This is a one -toil truck and I have two tons
of canaries in the back. So,I've got to keep them flying."

A. In some waysMy job is to talk about the canaries. I

would like to talk about the general problem- -what consti-
tutes impingement and the nature of what.we mean by external
groups. Loti,suggested that f take one issue and focus upon
it. The i4au-I've selected is one most of you are at least
periferally familiar with, but one that's becoming more
and more central which illustrates some of the canaries ip
the woods. The issue I would like to take is rather com-
plex; it involves the 'long and involved'history;of the
interrelation' between state approval, accreditation, and
institutional eligibility. While it mayiseem veryfar
removed, I suspect it is going to become a more and more,
pertinent Aroblem on the state level all the time.

Let's look for just a minute at this matter of what we
mean by "external interest group impingements." In the
first place, it's an extraordinarily slippery title--and it's
ektraordinarilyslipperyfor a very good reason! The reason.
is that what consitutes an external group will change from
time to time. The'sdme group may be an external group in
relationship to one issue, and an internal'group in rela-
tion ta'another. What we're really talking about is the
"vie-they" relation and this constantly shifts. To begin to
identify the external groups, one must begin by identifying
the "we." And'I find that difficult also. think what
we're talking about as far as the "we" is concerned, and
I'll use this as a frame of reference, is the planning-

C4
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.coordinating process. It's poissible to,say that activities,
groups, and agencies not within the planning process, whose
activities intentionally or unintentionally impinge upon
the planning process and thus, must be takgn in account,
constitute the external agencies. 4And sometimes, the uni -
tentional factors can make an extraordinarily serious
difference in the planning process. From this standpoi t,
one can see that almost any agency or group can directly
or indirectly become an external agency in one context
and an internal agency in another.

Such agencies or groups are not necessarily the
opposition. To assume so could be a very serious mis-
judgment. %tat's itnyolved may well be simply a difference
in purpose, but it Is a difference in purpose which may
well call for adjustment of or addition to the data base,
or to the planning process itself.

1
.:.

To take a ,few kinds of examples: Faculty can be an
internal group, in relationship to the planning prbcess or
they can be an external group4 They can affect the plan-
ning process directly by intention or they can affect it,
indirectly and even unintentAlly. The question, for
example, of colDective bargaining may be something which.
the state planning agencies must take into account. The
faculty may have become involved in collective bargaining
as a result of something that has nothing to do with the
planning process. Or they may have gotten into it under
other circumstances directly asia result of the planning
process. Bayou have to look at the question in terms of
the particular' purpose of the group in question how
this and the nature of the kind of impingement are related,
and.whether the purpose was extensive in which case the
group becomes part of the "we."

Institutional administAtors are part of-the system
and,from this,standpoint, would normally be considered as
part-of the "we." But under somelcircumstances,they.may,
also constitute an interest group which may be counterpro-
ductive in relationship to the planning process itself.
One of the reasops, for example, as I think you are well
aware, why a num r G2 states have gone to all lay boards
instead of boards that include administrative representa-
tives of the institutions was the discovery that under such
circu stances, the interests of particular administrators
are osely bound up with the issues; thus, it makes it hard t
obtain objectivity and it's pretty hard also for tne board
to obtain objectivity. Under such circumstances, the
specific interests of an institution vis-a-vis" the system,
when this challenges the integrity of another institution
in the system, can, in fact, become an external tactor.

.1
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The federal government, again, is a:fascinating case
in point in terms of types of impingement on the plann4g,

'. process which, in many cases, are direct and, in some cases, are
indirect and some cages are complementary and other cases
may work in the opposite direction. FOr example, when the
federal, government, as it has under some circumstances,
dictates specific structures for the states, this is an
external impingement and one which may or may not be in
harmony with the effective.purpose the federal government
itself' is cryi g to achieve. Such structures can interfere
with the plan ing,process. One of the most interesting and
difficult pro lems we face today.is.in the area of vocational
education Whi h involves the'development of -structures '

within the states that are, not necessarily in acdordance
with the best ,interests of the continuity and community of
education within the states. We are faced, for instance,
with the relationship to the new Vocational Education Act,
with 'the significant question of what constitutes a sole
state agency, whetter there should be a sole state agellcy,
and how this relates to the planning process in general.
Let me just add a footnote: itLs quiteconceivable that the
form the new Vocational Education Act takes will have more
direct impact on the planning process for postsecon'dary
ducation,in the periodiffmediately ahead than almost any-
thing before Congress *the present time. I believe this
is one that has to be t.7atched; it is one which does involve
another kind of.internality-externality.

'061er state agencies can'be either part of the "we" or
part of the "they" and "they" can be extraordinarily
difficult to deal with. And particularly since we've moved
to the so7called range of postsecondary edcli:ion, the
areas,of mutual; imp ac have become more acute, This again

A comes'back to the tr ndous importance of such an issue
as the Vocational ucation Act.' The,federal government can
pasd legislation, 'arid this is -true of dtate legislatures
as,well, in which the ,impact on postsecondary education thay

both ipdirect and unintended. Such legislation nay not
spa.cafica4y or pYimarily be aimed at education and yet may
have an overt4heIming, effect; on the states in edudation and
state planning fdr education. The Buckley Amendtent is one
case iin point. While it was not primarily,conderned with
student records, 'it is concerned with recotds,in general,
apd.-4 fell out heavily .4n the student area. The Erwin Act,
in reilation to privacy ofiziforMation is going to have a
major impact; I think. I don't know whether you're familiar
with it or not, but what it does is ke if mandatory on
the federal level that anyone who lls .out a questionnaire
or any report; statistical repor wiethe gathered by
NCHEMS or others, must have the appr val of he person who
is being reported about, if tlis information cannot be
shared except for specific 'purpOses designated by law.
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This may have some very interesting implications even in
relationship, to HEGIS.

The Erwin Act hasp already raised concerns in,relation
to the problems the Keppel Task Force on student assistance
has been working on in coordination of state, federal, ana
institutional student aid. One of the things,,for examplo,
that the Keppel Task Force is urging and that the Office of
Education under'John Phillips and his national workshops
have been urging is

d
movement to a common application form,

a for91 for application for studdnt aid across the boar.
This would be extraordinarily helpful.in terms of bringing
balance into the student aid picture. Such a common form
could be used for basic opportunity grancs;'it could also
be used for the Pennsylvania Higher Education Assistance
Agency operations, and for institutional aid. From this
standpoint, it might }ring some order out of what has been
the chaos in which the sitates really haven't been able to
know what the federal portion is going to be through Basic
Educational Opportunity Grants so that state programs could
build on federal programs intelligently. This possibility
is threatened; at,least the lawyers and officers in HEW
are raising the question under the Erwin Act. Hopefully,
there is away to get around the Act, but this again is a
case of an'a9t which in its own sphere made great sense,
but in terms of the spill-over effect does not necessarily,
do so.

The same thing can even be sai in relationship to
state legislatures. The Citizens Committee for State Legis-
latures out of Kansas City has recently completed a very
interesting study of four states in which they took first
the budget bill; second a.billwhich was directly aimed at
educations and third,a bill which had a spill-over effector,
education in each of these Eour states to show the legisla-
tive history. For bills with spill-over effect,they asked
whetherthere was consultation by the committee of origin
with the Education Committee or with the education estab-
lishment. In almost every case, there had been no consul-
tation and there was not even any awareness of the poten-
tial spill-over effect.

These are the "we"-"they" situations,.£Ke impingemen
situations which all of us face.

, Then you can move on into what are more frequently
identified specifically as'interest groups; i.e., specialized
groups. You can name them and they constitute specific .

lobbies in some cases. They are concerned with:what takes
place in the planning process on the state levels. All
other groups involved, in the area of collective bargaining
are cases in point. NEA, AAUP, and AFT are all legitimate
interest groups. They must be taken in account; what they're
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doing may or may not be supportive and conducive to effec-
tive planning on the state level or to effective coordination,
but they can't be overlooked.

The particular segments within the postS'econdary
educational process also constitute various interesr. groups.
Vocational education and the problems that arise in tne
interface between vocational education and the rest of post-
secondary education are Oases in point. In addition, one of
the areas which I think not only is,but is going to be,of
major importance for planning is the whole area of adult and
continuing education. _Here also you have Orthodoxies; you,
have special interests; some of them very very strong. And
yet, I suspect this is an area in which unless we begin to
move toward some effe.ctivi;, planning on a statewide level,
we may ,run into the worst hornet's nest of competing non-
structured programs one can imagine. This has relevance
right now; Title I is coming up for reconsideration with
all the rest,of education amendments of '72. If we're
interested in removing some Of-0e schizophrenia and looking
more in terms of Title I as <vehicle for developing effec-
tive coordination and structure within the continuing
education life-long learning spectrum, I think now is the
time for action. But there are others acting too. These
are the cal-Aeries again. And somehow, it seems to me, it
becOmes extraordinarily important to take these canaries
into account.

One of the questions that Lou included in the list at
the beginning was how to identify the legitimate interest
groups. I don't have an answer to that except to say one
can't overlook any of, them, at least at the outset. From
this standpoint, part of the function or the problem in
planning and coordination is to recognize the multiplicity
in the field and to recognize that the canary you may have
overlooked is the one who could turn over the truck. That
doesn't mean that all groups must be listened to equally
and at all times. It doesn't mean that you must every day
for three daysain order to assess the situation, entertain
someone who is rather vocal and who has a particular act in'
the legislature that he is concerned with. I think it does
mean that you.'re treading with real danger if you don't
recognize at least the complexity; and then, in light of the
situation and the problem, assess such operations in terms
of the priorities.

.1/

Let me turn to the complex issue of accreditation,
eligibility, and state regulatory responsibility. This is
an area that has become increasingly more important. It
involves the whole consumer protection movement among other
things, and here again, the canaries,are many. Let me go
back just a little bit into some history. Up until the
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late fifties, to a very large extent, the attitude on the
part of most states, and there are notable exceptions, was
that in the education sphere it was up to the studerrt to
beware of the institution--public, private, or proprietary.

4

From the very beginning,it is quite true that respon-
sibility for the a orization for institutions to operat-,
has rested with the Slates. After all, the state does provide
the articles of incorporation, or does charter the insti_a-
tion to operate if it is a degree-granting institution, or
does require registration with the secretary of state or
whatever the law in a particular state may require. But to
a large extent, the issue of registration was pretty mucl-.,
academic and it was up to the student if he chose to go to
a particular place to take the consequences.

However, the problem of degree mills has been with us,
as you know, for a long timr. There has been both national
and local concern about thm. As early as 1960, there was
enough concern so that the American Council on Education, in
cooperation with the National Co sion on Accrediting, did
attempt to develop some model 1 islation for two purposes; on
was to authorize institutions t operate. The legislature
related particularly to the degree-granting institutions and
proposed more effective state regulations. A second piece
of model legislation related to false or fraudulent adver-
tising. Neither of these got very far. As the decade wore
along, the number of so-called diploma mills did decrease
somewhat. Toward the end of the decade, Life-did a fasci-
nating article in diploma mills in the country, focusing
particularly on Florida which at'that point did not have

',.regulatory legislation. This re-raised the issue and the
question of how you control diploma mills or hdw to keep them
from occurring began to be asked by a great many slates
across the country.

Along with the Life article went a series of interesting
developments. Accreditation up until'.1bout the mid fifties
was of important means of institutional evaluation by peer
group jclgment which helped to preserve institutional
integrity by keeping at least the marginal and Tiestionable
institutions from receiving appropriate recognition. To a
large extent, the accreditation movement was then really
voluntary and the institution belonged, if it felt that it
was important to be accredited. It was a very important
club to beloug to for obvious reasons. But on the whole,
the accrediting agencies could rightly say they were volun
tary, that accreditation was primarily concerned or oaght
to be primarily concerned with the preservation of standards
and the development of standards for progressive improve-
ment. But then the federal government got into the act and
with the federal government's getting into the act, the
picture changed. Beginning, I believe, with the National
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Defense Education Act in 1958, as federal funds became
available to students to go to institutions or to institu-
tions themselves how to reorganize legitimate higher educa-
tion institutions for receipt of federal funds became cru-
cial. The federal government chose as the way to distinguish
between institutions that should be eligible for receipt of
federal funds and those that should not; the accreditation
route.

Now this opened up another can of worms and a very
interesting and very important one -- what, in affect, the
federal goverpment was saying was that we will rely upon
the peer judgment in the accrediting process for determining
those institutions that are reliable. As the federal funding
picture increased with the Facilities Act of '63, with the
Higher Education Act of '65, and coming on doyn to the most
recent, the Act of '72,all with increased attention to
accreditation to determine eligibility, accrediting became
no longer quite so voluntary. It was, after all, the key
condition of the receipt of federal funds. And at that
point, of course, a good many people became much more inter-
ested in accrediting than had ever been interested before.

There were problems within the accrediting structure
itself. For one thing, the accrediting .agencies did not, at
that point, and still do not wholly cover all the types of
institutions to which students can legitimately go. They
did up until the mid sixties tend to exclude proprietary
institutions. One of the first impacts of the federal eligi-
bility picture was the formation of accrediting agencies in
the proprietary- area: ACIS (Association of Colleges and
Independent Schools) which deals with the business schools,
NATTS (National Association of Trade and Technical Schools)
which deals with the technical schools,and Home Study Coun-
cil which deals with correspondence schools. But even with
these, there were still wide ranges.not covered. One of these
areas which was not well covered was vocational education
in public postsecondary types of institutions other than
community colleges. And yet, you will find that back in the
mid to late sixties, a series of resolutions came, out of the
National Governors Conference and the National Legislative
Conference urging the regional accrediting agencies to
expand their scope to include a wider range. of postsecondary
inatitutions including technical and vocational schools.
The regionals were slow to do this. They have done it, but
it was already the early 1970's before major developments
correcting the situation took place. The interesting part
about it was that in these resolutions from governors and
legislatures particularly the latter ones, there was the
counter threat that the states would move into accreditation
of these institutions if the agencies did not.

112
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You are familiar, I think,' with the Marjorie Webster
case which challenged the claim of the accrediting agencies
or their position in relation to non-accreditation of pro-
prietary schools. The Middle Sta'tes ultimately won that
case, but this was a hollow victory for the proprietaries
if there ever was one. That case today would no longer be
necessary, but it did two very unfortunate things. It,
focused a great deal of public attention on the more rigid
and least desirable aspects of accreditation and part of tnc
end result of this was the beginning of serious question, or
threat to accreditation itself as a basis for institutional
eligibility. .Jim Kerner reviewed the' Majorie Webster case
with a scathing denunciation of accreditation. You're
familiar also, I am sure, with the Newman reports'on accredi-
tation and more recently, the Orlans report.

There are groups within the federal government that
would like to see accreditation removed entirely as a basis
for determining institutional eligibility and would like to
move to a wholly federal-operation. If you think, and this
is a value judgment, that accrediting agencies are likely
to be too rigid, I would suggest that all we need is about
a year of federal determination of eligibility by itself,
and the accrediting agencies will look like the most liberal
agencies that we've ever run across. This is One part of
the picture.

The other part of the picture, and I'll try to draw
these together, goes back to the states' regulatory func-
tions in, authorizing institutions to operate and relates
also, in this respect, to the other part of the federal
picture which involves the movement to postsecondary in
contrast to higher education. This latter in the amendments
of 1972, as you are well aware, provided that guaranteed
loans and student aid could he used in proprietary institu-
tions. Now the proprietary institutions point out rightly
that they've been around a long long tihte and they also can
point, out rightly that they have tended to be overlooked as
important educational resources within the states. Never-
theless,opening federal programs to proprietary institutions
and their students not only tremendously increased the num-
ber of institutions but also the possibilities for below
standard and fraudulent operations.

But going back to the states, in about 1970, you find
a very confused picture on the state level in regard to
regulations and it's still confused. There were a number of
states, if I remember correctly, about twenty, that did have
legislation or regulations that applied to degree-granting,
non-profit institutions. In other words, such legislation
moved in the direction of attempting to control the diploma
mill situation. These varied in stretgth; some were

, reasonably good, some were not. The shining example in this

11 3
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case, of course, is New York. New York has not only been an
approval agency, a licensing agency, but an accrediting
agency almost back to colonial times. This is not, in any
sense of the word, the usual pattern. The other part of the
picture, of course, is regulation of proprietary schools.
Some states at that point, if I remember correctly, about
twenty-seven, did have some type of regulation for proprie-
tary institutions.

As we moved into this decade,the Education Commission
of the States began to get a series of different kinds of
pressures and inquiries--some from states, Maine, California
with its $50,000 excluslon and a number of others, e.g., Colora,Io
asking if we could give advice or help in terms of the
development of more effective regulatory legislation. At the
same time, the Federation of Regional Accreditation Agencies
was running into the problem more and more in relation tO
diploma mills and they sent iea formal request that ECS
take the lead in developing model state legislation. And
interestingly enough, the Gould Commission on Non-Traditional
Studies did the same thing. As a result,,ECS did form a
task force to develop model state legislation for authoriza-
tion.of institutions to operate and graht degrees.

Then several interesting things happened. First, some-
body at the Land Grant Association took a look and said,
"Ah, the Ed ation Commission wants to regulate institutions."
We tried to c ear that one up. The task force operated for
a period of ab ut nine or ten months and came up with some
model legislati n which embodied two or three basic prin-
ciples. One of hem isothat this is not just a problem of
proprietary schoo s, nor is it just a problem of degree-
granting institute ns bLt runs across the board, and from
this standpoint, the\ state regulatory function should be
applied to all areas of postsecondary and higher education.
A second principle w that the state does have reguldtury
responsibility and wi this regulatory responsibility goes
at least some policing responsibilities that it should
develop.' This was esse.tially authorization legislation
which would authorize th- state to set up or to designate
an agency for this purpose, but also authorize it to
develop regulations and impose penalties in regard to failure
of institutions to act including discontinuance of an sinsti-
tution's operation in extreme cases.

There is another part in the pictute. With the exten-
sion of the eligibility of students of the proprietary
institutuions to participate in the guaranteed loan program,
a series of new issues began to arise. And as you will well
remember, a lot of congressmen and other people became con-
cernOd with the default rate and the concern with the
default rate led to a series of investigations, some of them
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more formal, some of them less, two of the most interesting
ones of which were newspaper investigations. One was the
Boston Globe and the other,"the Washington Post; there will
shortly be another one in the Chicago Tribune. What those
investigations uncovered, among"other things, relates not
only-to default rates, but extends far beyond the question
of clfaulting on guaranteed loans themselves. They raised
a whole series of questions in relation to truth in adver-
tising, in relation to educational malpractice, in relation
to institutional closures, and in relation to some rather
fancy finagling in terms of recruiting students by promising
them loans of one sort or another. And while the Washington
Post and Globe articles focused prim4rily on the proprietary
institutions, it became pretty obvio{is that such malpractice
was not solely a function of proprietary institutions.

Now,let me add one final factor. One of the unfortunate
things about this particular subject is, if we really tried
to cover it, we would be here until a week from next Wednes-
day. Unfortunately, I have to be back 'in Denver tonight and
you have another program coming up immediately. But the
other factor that has entered into this picture is the
growth of the consumer movement itself. It is not at all
surprising that the consumer movement would turn its inter-
est in the direction of education. After all, education is
a major business; there is no question about that and that
students, whatever else they are, are consumers; they invest
heavily, both in time and money, in the educ'ational process.
As a result of a number of these things, ECS held two confer -
ences on consumer protection irCfpostsecondaiy education--one
in Denver in March of 1974 and one in Knoxville in November
of last year.

A number of other groups including interests of govern-
ment have gotten involved in consumer protection in post-
secondary education. One of these is the Federal Trade Cor-
mi sign. I think most of you have taken a look at the
pr posed rule for proprietary schools of the Federal Trade
Commission. This is an extraordinarily stringent rule which
would require oprietary institutions to Supply types of
information w ich would probably not only cost the institu-
tions tremenusly to collect, but is of such a nature also
that as unin'erpieted info it could be extremely
damagin all the instituti,.111Suld be without recourse. One
of the factors behind the consumer protection conferences
we held was the"%ecognition that unless we could yet the
consumer protection groups, the institutions, and the state
agencies together it is very likely (the FTC rule underlines
it) that somebody else would accept the responsibility and
impose restrictions on institutions which could be ruinous.
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Now, how dyes all of this affect the planning process?
First of all, let's go back again to the state regulatory
process a moment. What's the situation today? The states
have made considerable progress in developing their regula-
tory authority over proprietary schools, but far less in
relationship to degree-granting institutions. In the pro-
prietary are; forty-six states now have some kind of legis-
lation. Again,some of it. is not good, some of it quite.
good. Some progress has been made in the degree-granting v}
area. But even in states with regulatory agencies, in both
areas,the proprietary schools tend to be under one board or
agency, usually the department of education, and the degree-
granting institutions under another, the board of higher
education. The state agencies that deal with proprietary
institutions now have a national group, the National Assoc-
iation of State Agencies for.Proprietary Schools. It's a
good group. Joe Clark from Indiana is the retiring chair-
man of it. They've done a lot in terms of studying their
own operation. The interesting part about it is, with about
two exceptions, all of the NASAPS group are under depart-
ments of education and yet, this 9.s clearly a postsecondary
education group.

. Now, if we're to move in the direction of..effective
planning of postsecondary education and regulation to prevent 1

malpractice in it/ then it becomes very important, it seems
to me, that each state should begin, to look again at where
this function should lie. This does involve your operations
very directly and certainly the degree-granting parts of them.

An additional factor that enters into this is the role
of thecourts, which have now gotten interested in consumer
protection in postsecondary education. I'd like to point
out that there are two very fascinating cases you'd better
watch carefully or we may well find ourselves in the same
kind of malpractice insurance situation the doctors find
themselves in before we get through. One is in Connecticut,
the University of Bridgeport, and the other is in Washington,
D. C. at George Washington University. In both cases, stu-
dents have sued institutions on the basis that they did not
get what they went for. They got inferior education in
relationship to the course; the course was not described as
it was in fact and that the time, as the Washington plain-
tiff said, was a complete waste for everybody. There's a
fascinating footnote in the Connecticut case. This was in
teacher education. The plaintiff got an A in the course
and everybody else in,the class got an A. She is suing for
her tuition, for her expenses in connection with the course,
and for damages, but she wants to keep the credit and the
grade, because,in this case, it makes a difference in her
pay scale.
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I believe this whole area of accreditation, eligibility,
and consumer protection is one of the areas in which there
Are a tremendous number of canaries. The problems of
eligib4ity are not solved. It's quite clear that the old
order has changed and I think we're in a situation where
probably there are three factors that are going to have to
be equally taken into account in the eligibility picture.
And one of them rests directly with the states and the
states' assumption of their responsibilities in licensing,
chartering,and regulating. The second, which I hope does not
disappear, is private accreditation. I think it's very
important and it is critical that the accrediting groups
and the state agencies work together. And the third, whether
we like it or not--and here come the federal canaries--is a
continued involvement of FTC and other federal agencies one
way or another. And don't think I'm just dreaming this up.
The Orlans report recommends that the FTC rule be applied
to all higher educational institutions. Can you imagine
the University of Illinois having to account for every grad-
uate in terms of the jobs that he has held, in terms of
what his s lary is, and to police itself so that no publica-
tion or recruiting officer from universities will make any
reference to employment mhatsoever unless this information
is provided. And that's not just dreaming.

1

Without going to this extreme I thinkit is quite clear
that in the new postsecondary education legislation of 1975
or 1976, there ,will be a section on consumer protection
which will require at least certain basictypes of infotma-
tion froin the institutions to students. And if you doubt
me, look at HR 3741, the new O'Hara Title IV bill. here
is a very interesting section, and not a wholly unreasonable
section, at the end of that bill which, 'even though I sus-
pect Mr. O'Hara's proposal on student aid will get rather
radically changed by the time the bill comes out, I'd be
willing to bet that the section on consumer protection will
still be in there and I think it will affect everyone of ;

you from the standpoints of planning, information gathering,
and even regulatory oversight,

Thank you.

so
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Lee Noel
Regional.Vice President

American College Testing Program
Iowa City, Iowa

'What does ACT look like on its 16th birthday? Just as

in 1959, our goal is to .see 4tudent4, at various ages; as
they make their educational plans and decisions. But over
the years we have also found new ways to cosi4t high schoots,
paztsecondaminztituttan4, and edaccztianatagenc,Zeis in their
planning and decision making.,

As education needs haVe changed, Acr has changed. We

have become much more th'an "a testing organization." We
have developed into a small, but complex, organization that
provides a wide range of services to a great diversity of

users. Major activities with which ACT is involved include:

1. The ACT Assessment Program--a guidance-oriented
assessment program taken by, approximately one
million students to attend more than 2,500 colleges.

2. ACT Student Assistance Program--The ACT Student
Need Analysis Service is designed to assist studentS
(400,000 plus, annually) and aid administrators in
applying for and awarding financial aid for post-

secondary education.

3. Contract Services-Governmental (State & Federal)

and Educational Agencies--ACT has recently been
awarded contracts for the development and/or admin-
istration of systems for such programs as:

- Basic Educational Opportunity Grant (13E0G)

Program for USOE/HEW. ti

- Medical College Admissions Test (MCAT) for
the Association of American Medical Colleges.
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- State scholarship programs in Idaho, Iowa,
Illinois, Kansas, Michigan, Minnesota,
Nebraska, and Vermont.

Statewide Career Guidance and Educational
Planning Program for all high school
juniors in South Carolina.

- Statewide Survey of high school seniors
in Tennessee to determine their educa-
tional plans and their financial needs.

' In short, ACT, a private, nonprofit organization, has
built a vast array of services and expertise which are
available to address a variety of educational needs. Through
providing customized responses to specific needs, ACT has
acquired a national reputation.

0



E. F. "Te)c" Schietinger
Director of Re-Search

,Southern Regional Education Board
Atlanta, Georgia

ti

Through the Southern Regional Education Board- -
the Ration's first'interstate compact for higher
education--educators, government officials, and
others work together to advahce postsecondary
education and, in so doing, to improve the social
and economic life of the South.

Working directly with state goyernments,
academic institutions and other concerned agencies,
SREB, researches and reports on needs, problems
and developments in higher education; conducts,
cooperative programs to upgrade training in the
undergraduate, professional, and technical
sectors; and serves as fiscal agent and admin-
istrator in interstate arrangements for regionar

educational services.

Membership on the Board consists of the
governor of each state and four other persons,
one of whom must be a state legislator and one,

an educator. Its current chairman is David F.

Pryor, Governor of Arkansas. The staff is headed

by Winfred,L. Godwin, President.

41.
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tephen H. Ivens
sistant Director

Southern Regional Office
College Entrance Examination Bd.

Atlanta, Georgia

The College Entrance-Examination Board is a nonprofit
membership organization that provides tests, and other educa-

tional services for students, schools, and colleges. The
membership is composedof more than 2,000 colleges, schools,

school systems, and educational associations.

Through participation in testing programs like the
Admissions Testing Program (ATP) and the Preliminary Scholas-

tic Aptitude Test/National Merit Scholarship Qualifying Test
(PSAT/NMSQT), the College Roard has available a data base

on over one million graduating high school students each

year. This data base is made available to institutions

through the Student Search Service to assist them in enroll-

ment projections, market research, student recruitment,

and so forth. .

Additionally, the staff of the College Board conduct

specialized studies under contract for institutions, systems,

and states. These studies typically concentrate on the

transitionof students from secondary school to postsecondary

opportunity. Studies of student flow, plans and aspirations,

career choice, and financial aid availability are among the

activities carded out by the College Board upon request.

In summary, the College Board has a wealth of data and

expertise available for use by the educational community,

and I encourage each of you to communicate with ps directly.

47
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Jane Lichtmari
Director, NEXUS

American Association for
Higher Education
Washington, D.C.

/

hen a teacher wants to develop a new course or program,'
to vt m does he or she turn for tips-on what works and what
doesn't? NEXUS was set up to fill the gap between people
who know--experienced kactitioners--and those who have an
idea that sounds good, but no experience/in how well it works.

A program of the American Association for Higher Educa-
tion (AAHE), NEXUS links people with questionS about post-
secondary-education programs--where to find them, how to, .

start or improve them, how to evaluate them--with experienced

persons. A few sample inquiries:

- "Who else has developed effective programs to assist
Chicano students to read at the twelfth grade
.level ?" a.faculty member wants'to know;

- "Who knows how I can set up an insurance program to
cover video-tape equipment which is shared among
several institutions?" a university business
officer wants to know;

- A legislative staff person asks, "Who can help me
evaluate whether bilingual teacher training programs

have been effective?"

NEXUS has responded to these questions with the names
of individuals who can lend advice based on concrete exper-
ience developing similar programs. That advice may mean

greater cost efficiency or it may mean not undertaking a
program shown to be impractical.

In the year and a half since NEXUS has been in operation,

it has assisted 2,340 inquirers. (Inquirers ask an average

of two questions each.) Of these:
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- '52% are administrators and staff at colleges and
universities;

15% are faculty members;

15% are students, 'prospective students, and
parentsl and,

- 18% are officials and staff of local, state, and
federal agencies, foundation and media personnel.

Since NEXUS began operations-,,the number of callers has
increased steadily. This is shown, as follows: '

January-June 1974 468
July-December 1974 721
January-June 1975 1151

.

,.'

Total (as of 6/30/75) 2340

t

In working toward its goal to provide Prompt service,
NEXUS responds within forty-eight hours to 70% of the calls
it receives. At the same time, 90% of NEXUS users indicate
satisfaction with its services. A more in-depth evaluation
of the program is being undertaken by an external evaluator.
This evaluation will be completed in late September, 1975.
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Jonathan D. Fife
Associate Director

ERIC Higher Education Commission
Washington, D.C.

The Educational Resources Information Center (ER -'C)
Clearinghouse on Higher Education at The George Washington
University is one of the sixteen ERIC Clearinghouses that
cover the spectrum of education. Each Clearinghouse is
responsible for a,given educational level or field of study.
Taken together, they form a diverse information network set
up to serve the needs of the educational community.

The Higher Education Clearinghouse is responsible for
the collection and dissemination of educational information
in the field of higher education. For the purposes of the
ERIC system, higher education is defined as education beyond
th,e/secondary level .that leads to a two- or four-year degree,
master's degree, or profeszional degree and includes courses
and programs designed to enhance or update skills obtained
in these degree programs. The sccpe of coverage does not
include counseling and personnel services, junior and com-
munity colleges, and the education of teachers since these
are areas designated to other ERIC Clearinghouses.

The three main objectives of the Clearinghouse are:

To acquire, select, abstract, and index documents
that pertain to higher education. ,These documents
are included in the ERIC mizrofiche collection
(available at nearly 600 major libraries) and are
referenced in the monthly bibliographical journal,
Resources in Education.

- To index and annotate journal articles that per-
tain to higher ed4cation for the monthly journal,

Current Index to Journals in Education.
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- To publish interpretive summaries and selected
bibliographies on current issues in higher education.

The success of the Clearinghouse is dependent upon two
objectives: the ability to quickly identify, collect, and
cite documents pertaining to higher education and to maxi-
mize the use of these documents. In order to achieve the
first objective, the Clearinghouse actively solicits docu-
ments from all organizations or persons who are writing in
the field of higher education. The Clearinghouse has given
attention to the reports, master plans, and research produced
through the state higher education departments. It is hoped
that the states as well as all organizations concerned with
higher education will send to the Clearinghouse any publica-
tion that they feel would be of interest to others working
in similar areas.

To achieve the second objective, maximizing the use of
the ERIC data base, the Clearinghouse has developed a
computer-generated bibliographic service. Individuals sub-
mit Lu the Clearinghouse a statement of their research
problem and for a small fee, the Clearinghouse generates
a printout bibliography of all the materials related to this
topic that have been cited in Resources in Education and
Current Index to Journals in Education. The bibliography
contains all necessary bibliographic information and a full
abstract describing the document. Mpst of the documents
that appear in Resources in Education are available from
the ERIC Document Reproduction Service in xerographic or
microfiche form.

Because the Clearinghouse handles more documents con-
cerned with higher education than any other organization in
the country and because it has establiShed linkages with
the many other major organization and cledringhouse con-
cerned with higher education, the ERIC Clearinghouse oh
Higher Education is a unique resource of information for
those perspns who are seeking answers to problems.

The Clearinghouse welcomes inquiries and has a staff of
higher education specialists to work with individuals with

special concerns. It is hoped that more and more people in
the higher education community will turn to information
centers such as the ERIC Clearinghouse system in order to
form a more rational base for decision- and policymaking.



Albert-Crambert
Assistant Commissioner

U. S. Office of Education
Region

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

Our office, Region .II is one of the ten Regional
Offices of Education which are field arms of the U.1 S. Office
of Education. Regional offices are located in Bostbn, New
York, Philadelphia, Atlanta,Chicago, Dallas, Kansa City;
Denver, San Francisco, and Seattle, each serving a 4rticular
set of States. Approximately 30% of all Office of ducation
staff,are located in the regional offices.

Regional Offices of Education exercise two general types
of responsibility. On one hand, they have delegated adminis-
trative responsibilities in certain programs. In postsecon-
dary education, for example, the reqional offices have
specific authorities in student aid 17ograms,
Education facilities program, the TRIO programs, and the
Guaranteed Student Loan program. On the other hand, regional
offices have a general responsibility to provide assistance
to peisuns within their regions in any of the programs of

the Education Division of HEW.

The particular situation of the Regional Offices pro-
vides a number of advantages:

1. The regional offices usually are more conveniently
geographically located.

L. Regionaloffice staff members tend to have a more
generalist point of view than is possible for cen-
tral office staff members who usually work only
withiri a single program.

3.- Because they concentrate on a limited geographic
area, regional office staff members are more likely
to be aware of conditions and current developments
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in local areas within their region.

4. Regional staff have a broad network of contacts
within the central office.

5, Most (but not all) major areas of education are
represented in the regional office, so regional
office staff can sometimes help to "bridge" various
areas of education.

6. The regional -6Tfice setting also provides conven-
ient linkages to other HEW agencies such as Health,
and to other Departments such as Labor and HUD
whose programs impact on education.

I would like to suggest several specific services which
Regional Offices of Education can provide to the postsecondary
education clientele within their regions, in addition to the
administration of programs under our direct responsibility:

1. Regional offices have access to statistical reports
and other key documents.

2. Many regional offices mainLain the ERIC microfiche
collection.

3. Regional office staff can provide general reactions
and advice at early stages in the preparation of
applications to centralized OE programs.

4. ,Within the limits of staff time and travel funds,
regional staff will participate as resource persons
panelists, speakers, etc., at meetings such as this
one. We welcome opportunities to explain F,ederal
education programs anA uwil activities to signi-
ficant audiences.

It was a pleasure to be with you this afternoon.
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STATE AGENCY RELATIONSHIPS

by Patrick McCarthy

I've worked in public life or in government, on one side

or the other, for about fifteen years or most all of my adult

life. I've worked at various levels. Although I'm a city
planner by training, I'm kind of a renegade. I've worked
for mayors; I've worked for the U. N. with the Secretary
General; I've worked for governors, against governors, beside

governors, even behind governors. I've also worked for lay

boards.

While sitting in my room, I thought about this past of
mine, wondering whether a common thread ran through my

experiences and interrelationships with the various govern-

mental activities.

Before I share my conclusions, however, let me make
ground rules so we are all think' m and talking about the

same things. First, when I talkArabout an agency like a

coordinating board or a governing board, there really isn't

very much that is like it. The important characteristics
are (1) its limited powers, usually stated in some kind of

legislation or administrative ruling; (2) its non-political

base, in the sense that it doesn't have ajconstituency; and

(3) its restricted clientele, in the political relationship
it can have to larger power political As officials in these

Agencies, we, by our nature, tend 91 be adminAtrators or
public managers of bureaucrats rather than politicians. Now

that doesn't mean we all operate that way. Some people in

this game are pretty good politicians on the side, but they

do it without a base and they do it at great,peril.

'Last night when thinking about it, I thought, "Well,
there isn't any righter wrong, d can't give some rules for

how to operate with c* her agencies that are universally
applicable, but what I can and would like to share are some
observations about the nature and the character of the poli-

tical exercise."

Let me begin by making one overriding comment: The

world in which activities take place, the continuum sort of

administrative political world and the basic character of

agency relationships-in this world will appear over any
period ofe to be kaleidoscopic rather than episodic.

Now what do i mean by that? Well, subject to dramatic and

rapid changes with respect to the relationships of one party,
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one group, one set of individuals, even one set of goals and
objectives, changes can be examined on an almost input-output
model. They change across the board. For instance, if the
governorship changes, then there are-shifts back and forth,
up and down, and all over on the surface. But still, most
things are still in place and much the same in reality. It
is really like turning one of these kaleidoscopes around
and getting a new pattern of colored glasseS. If you know
this, then you beg.ka to know there are some fields of. pre-
dictability within the world of governmental or interagency
relationships which remain the same Ind vou act accordingly.
This is where you will find the guidepost to your own con-
tinued progress in the direction to whatever your under-
taking is or to whatever you are trying to accomplish.

The second point I would like to make is that the best
kind of relationships are symbiotic relationships. I worked
my way through graduate school by opening a small business
that I bought from a sage-old guy. I told him I'd never
been in business before and asked for any.advice he could
give. He said, "Well, the Lest advice I can give you is
that in a good business deal, both people make out." And
that really is what a symbiosis is in public life and in
nature. You really should deal with people on the basks of
not only what they can do for you, but what you can do /for
them. If you don't think creatively about it, they will asks,
you for things you really can't do for them, you won't do
it very well, and it will be a one-way street.

Sometimes we tend to bind ourselves with our own nomen-
clature, but for the purpose of conversation and perhaps
argument, I wish to lay out the following case of characters
in the political process. There are the agencies or insti-
tutional constituents in education, the universities and
colleges. Among the entities we must deal with, and hope-
fully together with, are the political agencies, including
the executive branch of government. The executive exhibits
all sorts of charActeristics. I never had the tremendous
luxury of havirWa governor' who was totally for higher educa-
tion and I've had three governors, I know there have been
governors'for higher education; I've read about them! I
have known governors who knew it existed but were neutral;
and I've known governors who were against higher education.
All three experiences arc exciting and produce different
kinds of problems and different kinds of opportunities too,
if you suffer from masochism.,

The second political group is the legislature. Oddly
enough, the legislature is also a non-political group in the
sense that it is a group of people who, in some cases,
have greater continuity than either the governor or the
professional staffs of the agencies. At times, some of the
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legislators have been around longer than the bright young
people who are trying to make policy for the state and some
of them are very well-founded in their own set 'of goals and
objectives. The last political group is the judiciary,
which includes the attorney general's operation. That's a
very useful agency relationship. Now, let's go back and
disctiss these roups and relationships.,

Institutional relationships: If you're going to
dealing with "major," "complex," "sophisticated," "rapidly
changing," "dynamic," institutions, you must understand they
believe they are unique in both their psyche and their com-
plex management patterns. If you're going to deal with them,
you must be able to have real empathy for the problems and
op ortunities by w ich they are driven and to which they are
a racted. Thi akes some real thinking. You cannot go at
our institutions from a totally external basis. In my brief
career, I have seen people attack the institutions fromthe
business point of view. They want to make them "business-
like." I have seen people attack them from political points
of view; they've matched that. I've seen superimposed
bureaucratic draperies and shrouds over institutions. I've
seen them dolled up in gawdy management angles. All these
things have either worked or not worked--not because of what
sort of business people were trying to do, but whether or
not the'relationship, or the inference of a relationship.
with the in4titution, was a two-way street. It depends upon
whether or not you were really prepared to adjust what you
were carrying to the institution to fit some of their aspira-
tions and some of theiwpatterns to your methodology. If
you went in with thdt sort of attitude, a lot of good manage-
ment design is possille and it takes place.

Executive: Let.us now look at the executive. You have
a number of problems with the governor's office. The worst
problem you could !lave is that he is compl'etely unaware that
you're there. In the case of the governor, you must begin to
make him aware that you represent some kind of important
central resource for his part of the political game in the
state as well aS your own, even if you don't win his love.
This means that you must think creatively. You.must anti-
cipate the things he is probably going to expect from you
sometime in the future and have them ready for him. It also
means you must stay out of his political way. It is very
easy for the governor to pick out an educational person or
and educational institution to run agal,nst. And, in the

tl long run, we don't do very well against governors. I could
pretty well gArantee that any governor who iNtants to focus
and concentrate his political activity on any single part of
higher education is going to win. All we have to do is look
from California back closer ,,t.o home to discover these things.
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Legislative:" The legislature is a different matter.
what are the expectations of the legislature and how do we
deal with the legislature? Well, I look at the legislature,
as a whole, as having a consciousness approxjmately at the
level of the general public. Deal with the total legisla-
ture in that sense in terms of what you do for them and how
you do business4.with them. However, the various committees
of the legislature (and different states are organized in
a different fashion) manifest a very different character for
the legislature. Joint education committees, for instance,
tend to expect that the people in agencies (whether they be
the head of the agency or the people who work for the agen-

. cis) will be resource persons and public spokesmen for both
the positive and negative positions on issues that are being
argued. They expect you to be there, provide answers, and
do the kind of home work that their staffs generally are not
able to. Now, one of the curious things that has happened
in the last few years is that the legislative committees are
getting pretty good staffs. They are not numerous, there
are not a whole lot of people on them, but they're bright,
intelligent, hardworking, and creative people. Anybody who
thinks he can deal with the legislative committees in this
day and age without giving them sophisticated answers to
sophisticated questions, is in for a very unpleasant sur-
prise. However, if you approach the legislature with your
best presentation of both the neutral and the loaded facts,
(And let's not kid ourselves, we load our facts when we can!)
you'll find the legislature will look upon you (perhaps not
with love) at least with respect and that's the beginning
of the relationship. The other committee,s in the legisla-
ture are the ones that deal directly with finance and as a
rule, really don't want you making a public spectacle about
the issues. They want you to be truthful with them--that is,
truthful in a way you may not have been-in the past. One of
the things, we've done in higher education in the past is
dcvclop almost on a pencil line certain kinds of freedoms and
attitudes. These have made possible the building up of this-
huge higher education enterprise we have. The components
of this are namely academic freedom on which you shouldn't
give ground on any condition. A second set of freedoms on
which I am now being called in to question by the old account-
ability issue is fiscal freedom and it runs all the way from
fiscal flexibilities through a total fiscal autonomy. I

firmly- believe it would not have been possible to build the
institutions we have had we not had full academic freedom and
fiscal freedom.

But I believe the money we are looking for in the future
is not going to be available to us unless were able to acid
an accountability function to our fiscal freedom. So, rt_la-
tionphips with the fiscal part of the legislature will really
depend very strongly on your ability to develop credibility

(5J
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with respect to what you wart and how you use the money once
you get it. You must be increasingly susceptible to any
kind of pressure which comes from scandal, misuse, poor
judgthent, or any of the other public expenditure problems
agencies have suffered in the past.

Judicial: Now why do I mention -the courts? Well, I

'believe the basic unwritten contract on which higher educa-
tion depends in its dealings with both the general public
and.the world is really very Much like the American Constitu-
tion. It's a simplistic agreement which develops by the
courts' interpretations. We know it has developed in the
civil liberties arenas through interpretations from the
courts, but it is going to increasingly develop on the side
of the fiscal freedom and the right told() what you want to
do, when you want to do it, or the right not to do it as
well. When we go into the seventies and eighties in higher
education, which means depending upon the current age
groups and having to face the difficult issue of cutting back,
cutting back and still keeping the educational enterprise
viable, will make the quotes terribly, terribly important.
The attorney general opinions and the court opinions probably
will make the difference in whether or not higher education
is cut to pieces through attacks on tenure, attacks on fac-
ulty status, and attacks on the rights to offer programs.
Consequently, I underline your relationships with the courts
as being terribly, terribly important.

There is a whole set of other interagency relationships
which I call dual relationships, and these are relationships
with the active agencies with which you do business such as
the administrative and budget agencies, the agencies respon-
sible for statistics or demography, the agencies that are-
doing business or passing judgment on licensing, and so
forth. You should, as agency people, establish two kinds of
relationships. First, there should be good, honest, open
relationships at the top and there should be some kind of
regular communication whether it be in writing or in person.
Secondly, you should encourage second and third echelon
people to develop informal relationships because more business
is done at the formal level. If you wait for a piece of
paper to pass through the regular chain of command, nothing
ever happens. If you have somebody who can call up Henry or
Joe or Peter and they can swap information at that level,
your effectiveness will be enhanced tremendously. I think
you should be aware that it is terribly important to make
friends at all levels within other agencies. By making .

friends, I don't simply mean setting up a "buddy" relation-
ship. I mean bringing in people from those outside agencies
to work with you on joint projects or cooperative projects.

6
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In turn, you should send your people out to work'in
other agencies so they know what happens there too.-,This
is best done by borrowing and lending people on an informal
basis as sort of an inservice, informal education arrange-
ment.

Let me say two final things. One is that logic is
always the best basis on which to carry out your business.
But remember, logic is almost always defeated by a Motion
and a motion is almost always defeated by politics. So, one
of the things you must do is to work very diligently upon the
environment to keep the argument and conversation in the
area of logic. You will not always be able to do that and
there are two factors that are ideal. One is champion a
cause that is clearly- understood, for you then stand at
least a 50% chance of winning. If you enter into a conver-
sation where you are fighting for a cause and the other side
is simply fighting for power, you are going to lose. The
second thing I want to cover is that you must be very care-
ful to see such power situations coming down the road. They

4 come from strange places. They come at what I call the
episodic periods of development of state.government, at be-
ginnings of new legislative sessions, at the ends of legis-
lative sessions when reorganization is in the air, or at a
time when a new governor is coming into office., These are
the times that you will want to be very careful that you
state the logic of your argument and don't assume that it
is known. If you don't state it, you will end up in an
emotional contest which will then turn political and you will
eventually be the loser. I haven't ever seen a group of
public administrators beat really good politicians.

Thank you.



STATE AGENCY RELATIONSHIPS: INCESTUOUS,
INTERNECINE AND OTHERWISE

by John Porter

In order `to determine the range and variety of relation-
ships that state agencies should have, one must first make
some important assumptions about the goals of the agency
and other aspects of,its operations.

It is commonly accepted that the primary goal of coor-
dinating agencies, such as thosetwe are considering, is
long-range planning for a system of postsecondary education
within a state. Planning, of course, becomes an exercise
in futility if there are no means for implementing these
plans and appraising progress towards acceptance of plans
and achievement of the goals.

There exists among the states a wide variety of means
for implementing plans. These range from total control by
a state agency to a position of limited power--essentially
that of persuasion in some states. I wou1ld argue that no
matter how much absolute power a given a* Icy possesses,
it can best carry out its operations through persuasive
logic, relying on exercise of power only when logic fails
and emotion and political maneuvering begin to prevail.

I have given these remarks a descriptive phrase "State
Agency Relationships - Incestuous, Internecine and Other-
wise." I did this to emphasize the positive aspects of the
'otherwise" and to dramatize the dangers of the "incestuous"
and "internecine" relationships.

In discussing the various relationships, it must be
recognized that although planning is the primary objective,
there are other functions that agencies must perform. One
of the most important is to provide the various elements of
constituency with accurate, objectirve information in a
timely fashion. The satisfaction of this goal will enor-
mously enhance the credibility of the agency and hence,
strengthen its position in the process of logical persuasion.

One can analyze in several ways the type of agencies
with whom relations must be established. Obviously, they
can be characterized by the specific nature of the other
agency or by the benefit that one wishes to achieve from a
relationship with them. I have chosen to pursue the former
approach. Agencies can be characterized in the most general
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sense as public (government related), quasi-public (public
or partially public sapported but,selfgovernirig), and private
or independent (sometimes reflecting special interest groups).
These three types can be further grouped accordingly as their
domain is over the state, the region, or the nation. Th6
following table describes the relationships as follows:

Public
Quasi-
Public Private

State A B C
..

Region D
.

E F
.

Nation G H: I

A-third dimension could be added to the table indicating
the primary or secondary nature of the relationship as it
relates to (1) the process of planning and implementation
thereof or (2) a source of information for a recipient of
informAtiori. Essentially A, state public relationships,
are primary for our discussion and all others secondary,
thereTore, I will not fur,ther complicate the diaTrIam by
adding a third dimension.

A. State - Publid'Agencies

It is in this category that the most important rela-
tions -- the agencies' relationship with the!postsecondary
institutions and with the legislature -- fall.'. It has often been
said that state coordinating boards live 5,n a no man's land
between the legislature and the inbLituions--that--,In so
doing, they arse playing a "no win" game, for to "wi " with
ane side is to "losel with the other. The agency must
develop a position that is respected by both the institutions
and the legislature to insure that no matter how unpopular
a position the agency takes, it is received with respect
for its objectivity and- honesty as it relates to the state's
needs. '

Although this "no man's land" existence very accuraetely
describes the ,situation in most instances, it implies an
adversarial relationship between the.agenciPq and the insti-
tutions and the agencies and the legislature. I would sug-
gest that the better position should. not be one implying
an adversarial nature, but more likela "menage a trois"
or a three-side love affair. Although it is very difficult
to mair}tain, such delicate balance is possible'. r,,..;,pecting
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the individuality of each element, of the relationship and workin9
toward a common good.

While on this romantic theme, it is hero that 'tho dangers
of inceytuous relationships must be.mentioned. (An incestuous
relationship is one between parties related by a degree for-

, bidden by custom or law. ,This is another way of saying that
the state coordinating agericy must refl t the needs of the
state as indicated by institutional need but should not be
simultaneously viewed by the legislature a being the lackey
of the institutions individually and/or col ectively. The
same reasoning obviously holds for the convey erelationship
with the legislature, as IL would affect the esf.eem with
,which the agency is held in the eyes of the institution
subsequently, the cooperation and support that the institu-
tions would provide.

The often,overlookeO relationship in the state level
analysis of the agencies' relationships is the orie which is
probably most obvious--with the executive office. State
coordinating agencies can provide much information and
service to the executive office And clearly the agency must
be the source to whom the executive office turns for assis-
tance on matters relating to postsecondary education in the
state.

Thus, if we.ret4rn reluctantly to the "no man's land"
analogy, it mustbe extended in dimensbn--the agency exists
in t'le center Of an equilateral triangle -- equidistant from
the three corners represented by the executive, legislative,
and institutional interests. There is not much room to
wiggle. To deviate towards one corner is to move further
from the others and hence, to lose the respezf, support, or
influence as the ease may be with the oth r two elements.

fr

The three previous public relationships at the sate
level are obviously of primary importance. All.others are,
in essence, of a secondary nature. Foi your consideration,

-L will simply list a number of state level public relation-
ships which will be valuable:

(1) State board of education elementary/secondary
public schools), (2) attorney general's office, (3) licensing
and accrediting board, (4) state developnrcnt office (state
planning board), (5) archives and history, (6) regional
planning offices, (7) public health department, (8) consumer
protection office, and (9) public television system.

e 3
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R. State Level - Quasi-Public Agencies

At the state level, there exist few quasi-public agen-
cies other than postsecondary education consortia. A close
relationship with these consortia can be very helpful for
planning purposes, particularly since they provide one of
the best means for promoting cooperative ventures between
the private and public sectors.'

C. State Level - Individual or Private Group

There are a number of such agencies w(th whom a cooper-
ative relationship will be beneficial. Again, I will list
some of these for your consideration: (1) State NEA affil-
iate, (2) bar association, (3) medical association, (4)

Citizens special interest group relating to.education,
(5) chamber of commerce, (6) organized labor, and (7) media.

D. Regional Public

In the regional area, there are obviously no public

agencies.

E. Regional - Quasi-Public

Of the quasi-public,.the agencies for regional compacts <

are extremely important. By this, of course, I mean SREB,
WICHE, etc. I could dwell at great length over the benefits

of the SREB relationship, but time does not permit and many
of you are members of SREB or a similar agency in your

region. For planning purposes, regional agencies can provide
comparative data on almost any subject far faster than can

the national or federal agencies. They also. provide a
valuable means for the sharing of,programs and facilities

among the member states. The sharing of programs either
through contract relations or through a no-cost means such

as SREB's Academic Common Market has potential benefits that

are just now being felt in reducing the pressures for the
creation of expensive programs in every state.

F. Regional, - Private or Individual

The most important and perhaps only relationship here

is with the regional accrediting agency. Since Dr. Millard

has already spoken on this point, I will not purt,e it other

thin to emphasize that it is an extremely'important, and

soaetimes delicate, one.

t5J
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G. National Public

At the national level, the Office of Education is the
obvious primary agency with which relations are established.
The breadth and depth of the relationships will depend, on
a large measure, on those federal functions that the incl..-
vidual state agency has been assigned. There are many other
agencies that can aid a state coordinating agency in,its

-planning and research including NSF, NIH, Department of
Labor, Department of Commerce, and others. The congressional
delegation is of extreme importance, as are the various corn-, '

mittees and.,their professional staffs.

H. National - Quasi-Public

On the quasi-public organizations at the national level,
, ECS, the co-sponsor of this project, is the preeminent
organization. The value of this organization and the impor-
tance of individual relations is self-evident and cannot be
too strorgly emphasized. I would encourage all of you who
have not benefited from the resources of ECS to do so to
the fullest extent.

I. National - Private

Although SHEEO is basically private in nature, with its
close relatioriship to ECS, it is almost in the quasi-public
category. Most of what I have said about ECS applies equally
to SHEEO. Because of its private or individual aspects, it
has certain advantages and opportunities not available to
ECS and I would likewise encourage you to strengthen your
relationship with SiIEEO.

There are a whole host of national organizations that
are strictly private in the same context that I have been
using it up to now. Most of these are located at One Dupont
Circle and the list is heded up by ACE, but includes all
organizations representing the various types and categories
of institutions,, disciplines, and professions. Relationships
with these agencies will be occasional rather than frequent
and the most important aspect of relationships with these
agencies is the detailed knowledge of who they are and what
services and information they can provide.

Now, another note of warning--beware of internecine
relationships--those that can be mutually destructive -this;
of course, is almost the opposite of the incestuous note
mentioned above. The temptation may arise--perhaps all t,--fc
frequently - -to become involved in a dispute or conflict wit;.
an agency, particularly at the state level, whose relationship
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is basically secondary in nature; the consequences of this,
however, can seriously jeopardize your primary state rola-
tionships., These differences can frequently be unavoided,
but if entered into, it should be with the conviction that
such is necessary for the accomplishment of the primary
goals--planning for the best system of postsecondary educa-
tion possible in the state and the implementation of those
plans.
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DEALING WITH DWINDLING RESOURCES

The title assigned to the module of this in-service
workshop for state - level staff in postsecondary education for

which this paper is to be a discussion base, effectively
poses one side of the survival struggle that operating.post-

secondary educational institutions are facing today and
likely will face for some time to come. Ways for "dealing

with dwindling resources" need to be found if these institu-
tions are to continue to exist as we now know them; but it

is not just the dwindling of new resources th4, represents

the challenge of the times. Other factors add to create the

crisis of survival now becoming a subject of considers 6le

attention and' study. Since this paper is to deal with an

emerging response that/some postsecondary educators are

directing toward the crisis, that is,regionalism and region-

alization, a brief review of the several factors contributing

to the survival concerns of a growing list of postsecondary

institutions of different types (schools, colleges, and
universities) can serve as a useful introduction.

The Crisis of Survival

Knowg..edge that colleges and universities today are

wrestling with conditions quite different from those of the

fabulous 50s and strident 60s and thatnew responses are

needed is spreading beyond the interests of the educators

directly involved. It is of such seriousness as to attract

the notice of the public press as well. Last week the

Pittsburgh Gazette carried a three-part series on the subject

and detailed in considerable length how different colleges

and universities were estaNishing new practice to handle

their growing difficulties.' When Cheit produce 'his volume

The Kew Depression in Higher Education ,4 many believed that

only the privately controlled institutions were in trouble

because they lacked the backstop support of a public consti-

tuency. But continuing observations made clear that the

trials ahead were to be faced by postsecondary institutions

1Pittsburgh Gazette, May 13-15, 1975

2E. P. Cheit, The New Depression in Higher Education.

New York: McGraw-Hill, 1971.
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in general because all would be affected by the "End of
College Boom."3

Volumes have been and are. being written on the nature
and causes of the crisis that are forcing change in pbst-
secondary education; there is no need to review them in
detail for workshop participants here. Note needs to be
taken, however, that he causes include more than just the
prospects of a decline in growth--the cause given most atten-
tion in the literature of the day. In its analysis of "the
problem" presented by the Board of Trustees of the Carnegie
Foundation for the Advancement. of Teaching, the "collegiate
sector" of postsecondary education, that is, higher educa-
tion, is described a6, ". . . undergoing the greatest over-
all and long-run rate of decline in its growth pattern in
all of its history," and suggests througbout its discussion
that the difficulties flow predominately from that fact.
Leslie and MillerSimilarly place primary focus on probable
enrollment_ statistics as generating the conditions of
"steady state" and the troublesome accommodations colleges
will need to take during the last quarter of the century to
adjust to it.

There can be no doubt that the leveling off of the
college-age population (18-21 year olds) will have serious
and lasting impact on postsecondary educational institutions,
especially colleges and universities. But there is more to
cause concern than is evident in the population statistics
alone. The foundation for the body of this paper must be

that it speaks to the broad spectrum of causality of the
crisis and it is essential, therefore, that at least two
other forces be noted. One of these is basic, but clearly
independent of the difficulties generated by the dropping
college-age population; it is the softening status of ad-

,
vanced learning in the American society's value construct.
The other is a derivative factor and relates to both the
dropping college-age population and the apparent diminishing
pdblic esteem of a college education; it is the prospect of
continuing decline in support, both material and psychic,
that colleges can attract in the foreseeable future.

3E. B. Fiske, "End of College Boom." The New York Times,
November 11, 1974, p. 39.

4Carnegie Foundation for Advancement of Teaching, More
Than Survival: Prospects for Higher Education in a Period

of Uncertainty. San Francisco, Calif.: Jossey-Bass; 1975, p.

5L. L. Leslie and H. F. Miller, Jr., Higher Education
Ind the Steady State. ERIC/Higher Educat&on Research Report

No. 4, Washington, D. C.: American Association for Higher

Education, 1974.
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Droppiy Public Esteem

There are measures more direct and vap.V.d than public
opinion polls by which one can judge the vWlue attached to
a given enterprise, but a reference to the p511s can serve
as a start. ,According to recent reports of the pollsters,
education, in general, and higher education,in particular, are
losing public favor.

But other evidence speaks as loudly as the polls.
Among such evidence is the report from New York St to th t
the proportion of college graduates going on to fu Cher
education 'dropped this past year to reverse a consistent
climb each year for over a decade. Also indicative is the
increasing questioning, if not actually hostile, press
being given these days to higher education. Consider, for
example, the two feature stories in the influential' editor-
ial section of the Sunday Washington Post this past week.

James O'Toole authored a lengthy article entitled sugges-
tively. "Too Much Education for the Job." It ran prominently
along with another by Bruce Johnson entitled "Degrees With-

out Jobs: Anxiety on One Campus." And any higher educii=
tionists who would tend to downplay the significance of such

press reports do so at their own peril, for many authors
carry strong credentials. O'Toole is on the faculty of the
Graduate School of Business, University of Southe,rn California,

and Johnson is a 1972 graduate of the University of Washington

and a graduate student in journalism at the University of

Minnesota.

Also to be viewed as evidence that higher education
faces troubles beyond,a simple possible diminution of
enrollment is the rising tide of demand for a greater
accountability from colleges and universities. ',Gubernatorial

offices, legislatures, state-level boards and commissions--

all are demanding longer and stronger reports from operating
institutions that speak to their effectiveness, that is

qualitative and quantitative attainment of their claims in
instruction, public service and research; moreover, they

ask also for evidence that' institutions hold firmly to con-

siddlations of efficiency, that is wise and careful action

to minimize resources used while seeking maximum effective

achievement of their institutional goals.

Finally, one needs to see another emerging, development

as a form of public disenchantment with higher education as

now typically known. It is the widening definition, expec-

tation, and public acceptance of the concept, It is

1James O'Toole, "Too Much Education for the Job" and

Bruce Johnson "Degrees Without Jobs: Anxiety on One Campus,"

The Washington Post, Sunday, May 1, 1975.
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extending not only beyond the old view of traditional
colleges and universities to the broader one of postsecon-
dary education now nearly made universal by the language of
the Federal Higher Education Amendments of 1972, but even
more widely to include any situation or structure which
provides a component for the further education or training
of the adult learner. The term "communiversity" recently
has emerged in the literature with several meanings partially
suggestive of its full impact given to it; some writers,
this one included, see it becoming an ultiiiate coalition of
all educational components,7 and this can lead us to see
some new possibilities in the rising interest in regiona'-
ism it the several states. Most of the evidentiary refer-
ences in this paper relate to the "collegiate" sector of
postsecondary education; that is (1) because so little data
are available on the non-collegiate and (2) most distUssions
of sharing (i.e., consortia-regionalism) view the matter as
essentially involving only public and private resources
(CUPIR). The fact is that sharing and regionalism is coming
to include much more--communiversity! This concept will be
developed further in the concluding section of this paper.

Diminishing Fiscal Support

The opening paragraph of this paper placed emphasis on
need to cope with dwindling new resources. This was delib-
erate to make more dramatic the point that es new resources
for postsecondary education, in general, and for the col-
legiate sector especially, decrease, the pressure and
absolute necessity for wise use of old, that is, existing,
-resources become simultaneously more obvious and more com-
pelling to the future continuation of operations and main-
tenance of reasonable levels of quality.

Evidence of the decline in new resources to support
college and university operations is clear and growing. Again,
only minimal documentation of this point is needed here. The

decline is in the rates of increase from earlier years; but
clearly the "Golden Age" is past.

Sharpest insight with the import of the decline in
support provided for higher education is seen in measures
that relate it to the total civic enterprise at federal and

state levels. According to the Carnegie Foundation for the
Advancement of Teaching, "The percentage of the GNP spent on
higher education (not including captial construction and

7 S. v. Martorana and Eileen Kuhns, "Communiversity:
New Challenge to the Community College." Accepted by Change

Magazine for publication, Fall, 1975.
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certain other accounts) doubled from 1960 to 1972--from 1.1"

to 2.2 percent, but it fell to 2.1 percent by 1975."8 And

colleges and universities are not doing well in competing

with other governmental services of the states either.

Glenny and Kidder report that, nationwide, total state
approp4iations for institutions of higher education as a

percentage of total state general revenue rose from A1.24

in 1963 to 14.66 in 1971, bilt fell to 14.26 in 1973.

A + B +'C = Crisis for Survival

That, then, is the more complete basis for sensing that

higher education needs now more than everever to marshal its

creative capabilities to save itsel . The basic challenge

is to higher education as an enterprise is to reestablish

its historic and recently held public esteem. In their dis-

cussion of the parallels between higher education and other

social enterprises which display the phenomenon of "trans-

verse progression" in their growth patterns, Leslie and

Miller ask and answer the critical question, "What is it

that such systems must have in common to fit the transverse

progression model? The functions performed by such a system

must be essential to the total social system."10 And later,

they caution against an overly optimistic view of the future

of colleges and universities, ". . . we have also tried to

convey the notion that it is the higher education function,

not Specific kinds of institutions, that exhibits trans-

verse progression."11

One can argue that higher education,as an essential

social function,is secure, as indeed Leslie and Miller do,

but if this is'done in ways that in effect destroy the

integrity of higher education as it has evolved in.this e

country and now known, the question can be raised: Was it --

higher education--really the essential function?" In other

words, if the functions of instruction, research, and public

service are the critically essential funct=i6nd not their

provision to the society by a coordinated, coherent system,

these functions will exhibit transverse progression, not

higher education. Indeed, the potential disintegration of

8 Carnegie Foundation for Advancement of Teaching, 22.

cit., p. 2.

9 Lyman A. Glenny and tlaMes R. Kidder, State Tax Support

of Higher Education: Revenue Appropriations Trends and

Patterns. Berkeley, Calif.: Center for Research and Develop-

ment in Higher Education, University of California, 1972, p. 17..

10Leslie and Miller, 2E. cit., p. 20

11lbid.,
p. 49.
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the academic enterprise (colleges, schools, unlversitdes)
into a disparate array of instructional "delivery systems,"
separate research institutes, and various pOlic service
agencies has already been noted elsewhere."

Higher education, if it is to survive intact, 'reds to
reestablish its essential character as an integral societal
function and to do this, it must respond not only to the
lower enrollments, but ,to other expectations of the publi::
as well. Among these expectations is a continued effec-
tiveness with a greater efficiency. How to do this is, of
course, the rear and serious questiol,.

I

tIf No (or Fewer) New Resources: The Old Must Do
tett

One step to consider is to make the most of the re-
sources at hand. The supporting constituencies expect
this; if the colleges and universities react constructively
to the expectation, some recapturing of public confidence
can result. Beyond this public relations purpose, however,
lies the stark fact that if the future prospect for higher
education is a continuation of recent moves by public
sources at all levels (federal, state, and local), as well
as private constituencies, to slow down provisions of new
support for higher education, colleges and universities
must find ways and means to make the resources they
already have stretch further. At first, this may create
tensions and some new problems. In the long ruh, however,
it may be found as enlightened action, for, as is now
generally accepted in higher education' throughout the coun-
try, some expansioris expected to occur into the early
80s, but relatively little growth after that for the rest
of this century. If colleges and universities can "get
over the hump," so to speak, the long run challenge will be
to maximize use of existing resources which will be more
than necessary if earlier norms of determining need are
retained. That time may well be the .gold,en era for improve-
ment of the quality of postsecondary education as the 50s
and 60s were for expanding the quantity of opportunit for

many other thousands of persons at this level of study.

Let us look at the existing resources that we are
talking about. Most Obvious to the layman and typical state
budget examiners view is the investment the american people
have put into the capital plant for higher education.

12For example, Eileen Kuhns and S. V. Martor-na, "Of

Time and Modules: The Organization of instruction," Journ,-..1
of Higher Education XLV, 6 June 1974, 430-440 and Ashby,
Eric, "The Structure of Higher Education: A Worlc:. View."

AGB Reports 8 (May-June 1973).
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According to a nationwide inventory conducted in the Fall

of 1973, the 3,019 higher education' institutions possessed

an estimated 1.8 billion gross square feet of buildings to

accommodate 7.4 T FTE students. Of the total gross

area reported, approximately two-thirds was in public and

one-third in private institutions. Of special interest to

a concern that all good existing resources be used,if at all

possible, and to the discussion of regionalism' to follow in

this paper, is the further statistic that a significantly

higher proportion of the gross space reportdd by public

institutions was less than satisfactory for use and needed

renewal (25.3 percent) tblan was true OCT the private insti-

tutions (16.5 percent). Again the questions most perti-

nent to the discussions'in this paper are: Can all that

space be put to good use in higher ecluCation? If so, how?

If any is good and available but not used, waste may be

evident; if such non-use exists when simultaneously alter-

native action toward new construction or renewal is under-

taken'at current inflated costs, waste becomes obvious:

Logically and fairly, the same type of data can be cited

and questions raised concerning the investments already

made in the material that goes inside the buildings--

liblzery holdings, laboratory and shop equipment, and so on,

but the point is clear, so need not'be belabored.

The most essential as well as most costly-resource

available for higher education, however, must not be passed

over; it is the faculty and suppprting personnel to the

instruction, research', and public service functions of

higher education. , Over a million professionals (faculty

and other professiohal staff) and more than 600,000 full-,

time faculty are in the collegiate sector to secure the more

than 10 million students enrolled. Again, roughly a third

of these are in privately controlled institutionie.
14

According to the AAUP, 14.5 billion dollars of institutional.

revenues in 1971-32 flowed to faculty for compensation arid

another 11.5 bil4on flowed to other staff for compensation

and o supplies.

1 3Higher Education Comprehensive
Planning Program,

Inventory of Physical Facilities in Institutions of Higher

Education, Building Survey, Fall, 1973. Raleigh, North

Carolina: Higher,Education Facilities Services, Inc., June

1974, pp. 2-3. e?-1

14American Council on Education, A Fact Book on Higher

Education, Institutions, Faculty and Staff, Students, Third

Issue, 1974. Washington, D. C.: American Council on Educa-

tion, 1974, pp. 74=127, 74-129.

15AAUP Bulletin, "Hard Times: Report on the Economic

Status of the Profession," 60, 2, Summer, June 1974, p. 189.
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Once again, we must ask', how can all this specialized
talent be utilized for the betterment of society through
higher education? Clearly, some new ways to manage resource
allocations seems in order. Before turning to a discussion
of regionalism as one approach, some of the dilemmas raised
by any suggestion of a coordinated approach to resource
allocation need to be mentioned.

Resource Use Coordination:' Five Dilemmas and Two
Spectre-Illusions

The general picture in higher education, 'then, is one
in wh.ch for some time, existing rather than new resources
will eed to support the enterprise. New resources will
like y continue to dwindle; perhaps even the acquisition
of ew fiscal support sufficient to maintain the existing
-resources of 'personnel and facilities will be difficult.

If\then, more effective and efficient use of existing
resources (personnel and material) may be a necessary and
desirable response, some way is needed to decide what
existing resources will be called upon to bear added bur-
dens, what ones can continue to serve as now, and what
ones, if any, are to be discarded as no longer defensible.
In other words: What do we save and use to support higher
education in the decades ahead and what do we throw away?
An when the decisions are reached on the question, how
can they be implempnted?

In all fifty states, that is the question confronting
persons who seek and are responsible for allocations of
resources for higher education today. Ideally, it should
be resolved with maximum preservation of what are the best
and most needed resources with maximum conservation of
scarce new resource, and very importantly, with maximum
preservation (a) of the traditional values of higher educa-
tion and (b) of the humane treatment of social organizations,
and of individual persons in them. Faced with such criteria,
the task before resource use coordinators becomes formid-
able, indeed. Five dilemmas appear that so far have evaded
satisfactory handling; space permits only a mere mention of

each.

The first is the traditian in higher education of
institutional autonomy. Since the resources available for
education are held not by a single auspice in any state,,
but by at least two types of auspices, one publicly, the other
privately maintained, whef..4er the several auspices should

come together voluntarily lor be brought together by some -'

official direction continues to be a 11)uzzlement" to all
concerned. Getting the owners together;then,is a first
essential, but very hard objective to attain. Should it be
"on call" or by "spontaneous" convention?
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Second, decisions need to be made, ,but how? Consensus,
majority vote, edict? Each has its advantages but disadvan-
tages, too. So far, no clear conclusion o support any one
choice is at hand.

Third, decision implementation is awkward. Critical
to this in any educational enterprise is the positive par-
ticipation of faculty and supporting professional staff.
In.an age of expanding collective bargaining, this may be
increasingly hard to get.

Fourth, what about staff needed to do the work of the

\resource allocators? Should it, be of volunteers from
operating, segments of the enterprise and institutions or a
corps of professionals autonomous and separately supported?

And fifth, resources((other than personnel just men-
tioned) are needed to support the function. Should some
existing resources be diverted to this new function? Can

this be done? Or, can and should a case be made for use
of some of the scarce new resources to be used for this

purpose?

Two Spectre-Illusions

Actually there are two extremes to the position that

can be taken on the foregoing questions. Each presents a

kind of spectre-illusion that haunts many in higher educa-
tion today and causes.a quest for some workable, mi.ddle-

ground view.. On the one hand, there is the spectre-
illusion of a heavy-handed officialdom taking over control

of higher education and setting for it not only the(fiources
it will use,but also the broad policies to govern it. On

the other hand, there is spectre-illusion of the use of the

"market model" to redistribute resources, and in the claim
of advocates of this approach, to preserve the autonomy of

institutions of advanced study.

Why are these possibilities labeled in this paper

as spectre-illusions? Because NEITHER extreme position can

present convincing evidence that-TETg the likely model for
general adoption throughout the 'States. Proponents of the

centralization of control as well as coordination of post-

secondary education are confronted with the growing strength

of the proprietary sector (which practically and by defini-

tion cannot be controlled integrally with the others); with
the spreading federal and st to practice of fundinc higher

education through direct g nts to students; and vith the

demands (sometimes success 1) of faculties and acimi:astra-

tions of campuses of colle ivized systems for more .utonomy

in their operations. Note,for example, the recommendations

of the recently released Governor's Commission on Education

81
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in Maryland; it recommends autonomy from the system and
separate constitutional boards of control for the several
state colleges andfor tDe Eastern Shore Campus of the
University of Maryland. 1° Proponents of the "market model,"
chief among them Frank Newman, through the first and second
reports to the Secretary of the U. S. Department of Health,
Education, and W$1fare17,are faced with the fact that'all
but four states now have acted to establish a "1202 Com-
mission" to carry on "comprehensive statewide planning" under
provisions of Federal Public Law 92-318 (Higher Education
Amendment of 1972), that several states in recent years .

have put all public higher education under statewide gov-
erning boards, and that officials of state government and
the governors and legislatures are expressing yearly more
interest in direct intervention into the conducts of
higher education.

Regionalism in higher eduation is emerging evidently
as a move toward a middle-ground position in state-level
coordination and planning for higher education. It pre-
sents some interesting positive possibilities to escape
both spectre-illusion of monolithic, centralized, state-
wide control and a mad market model. It suggests, more-
over, the start toward manageable methods for resolving
the five dilemmas to resource use allocation that were
presented above.

Regionalism Within Statewide Plannirg

Just what are regionalism and regionalization and what
is the status of development of these notions in higher
education in this country? For the past year and a half,
Gary McGuire, a research assistant, and I in the Center for
the Study of Higher Education/Pennsylvania State Lniversity,
have been probing this question. With the cooperation of
the members of SHEEO the results of a nationwide study is
now going to press and will be published by the Center for
the Study of Higher Education/Pennsylvania State University.
Time and space permits giving only some Highlight findings
here.

16 Governor's Study Commission on Structure and Gover-
nance of Education for Maryland. Final Report of the
Governor's Commission on Education. Baltimore, Maryland:
The Commission, 1975, pp. 26-27.

17Report on Higher Education. Washingzon, D. C..
Dept. of Health, Education, and Welfare, 1971 and The
Second Newman Report: National Policy and Higher Education,
Cambridge, Mass.: The MIT Press, 1975.

C. )
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For purposes of our study, we define regionalism as
that view of a geographic sub-section of a state (or of
several adjoining states). which considers all (or a number)

of the postsecondary educational components collectively

and seeks to establish a coordinated relationship of their
goals, programs, and/or resources. That is the idea, the
concept; regionalization is then simply the acts or pro-

cesses by which the concept is put into practice; the
implementation of regionalism is regionalization. It is

manifested, obvic,:s11, in some form of interinstitutional,

cooperative arrangewent.

For purposes of our study, however, we attached another

criterion for inclusion of interinstitutional arrangements
into the counts of practice we wanted to describe; it was

that the regional arrangement be one that was officially
recognized by an authoritative agency in the state. This

could be, naturally, the Governor or Legislature by execu-

tive action or statute, or a state-level coordinating or

governing board responsible for postsecondary education in

whole or in part in the state.

This matter of official recognition is important, for

it is a way to separate the concept of regionalism as an

aspect cf statewide planning and coordination of post-

secondary education from the more general phenomenon of

consortia which are more typically ad hoc, voluntary.,

interinstitutional arrangements. These merit attention
because (1) they are, in some sense, forerunners of regional-

ism, (2) because they are, in some cases, coming into the

process of recognized, official regionalism, and (3) because

thpy provide already some basis of experience from which

officials considering regionalism can profit. Identifica-

tion and preliminary examinatiRn of these consortia dates

back now nearly twenty years,1 but in recent years, the

person most directly following this development is Lewis

D. Patterson, headquartered in the AMIE. For several years,

he has produced an annual count of formally organized con-

sortiums. The 1975 count is 106. But, as he says, this is

only a small glimpse of the interinstitutional connections

emerging throughout the land:

Numbers at best only tell a part of the

cooperative movement. In the past two years

new areas are receiving increased attention

such as among community colleges, in continuing

18S. V. Martorana, James Messersmith, and Lawrence

Nelson, Cooperative Projects Among Colleges and Universities.

Circular No. 649, U. S. Dept. of Health, Education, and

Welfare, Washington, D. C.: GPO, 1961.
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education in medical and health programs,
in military programs, in theology and in the
arts. Two trends to observe in the future
will be: the movement to state regionaliza-
tion where it becomes increasingly difficult
to distinguish between voluntary and statutory
systems; and'a broadening of the base of
participation to include tM, full range of
the postsecondary community and related
community/regional agencies in cooperative
arrangements. l9

In passing, one should note for the record that the
achievements of consortia to date are not very impressive.
Franklin Patterson (no relation to Lew, I'm told) paints a
dim view of their attainments as contrasted to their aspira-
tions in a book-length treatment entitled Colleges in

Consort: Institutional Cooperation through COnsortia.2°

But McGuire and I discovered much$stronger interest and
action in regionalism and regionalization than we expected

to discover. Here only a few highligAts from the study can
be reported, for time and space are limited. The full
report will be published by the Pennsylvania St4te Univer-
sity, Center for the Study of Higher Education.

We discovered that regionalism and regionalization in
the several states has progressed way beyond what we ex-

pected to find. Thirty-one states have embarked or are in

advanced stages of study of regionalizing postsecondary'
education in their states. And these thirty-one states
have forty-seven different patterns of regionalization than
the number of states that were reporting because in some
states there are two or more officially recognized plans.
That may he surprising at the start, but on further exam -

ination,it is not surprising. For example, in New York
State the Board of Regents has a plan officially recognized
for regionalization of postsecondary education in public,

private, and proprietary postsecondary educational resources;
since the Regents is an official body, that plan obviously
has an official status. Also in the state of New York,

19Lewis D. Patterson, 1975 Consortium Directory.,
Washington, D. C.: AAHE, 1975, p. v.

20Franklin Patterson, Colleges in Consort, San

Francisco, Calif.: Jossey-Bss, 1975.

21S. V. Martorana and Gary McGuire, Regionalism and

Statewide Coordination of Postsecondar Education (A pre-

liminary report of a continuing study). University Park,

Penn.: Pennsylvania State University, Center for the Study

of Higher Education (forthcoming).
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however, the State university Hof New York, which is the
state umbrella organization for, public higher education
outside of New York City, has a regionalization plan which

it is seeking to effect. This also has an official status
because it is under the aegis of the.Board of Trustees of

the State University of New York. One should emph.l..ize

there is some attempt at coordination going oh betweer
those two officially endorsed plans which is, as yet,
rather amorphous; in the interim,the two plans for region-
alization need to be recognized in any report that pretends

to describe the status of the development of this new educa=
tional movement in the countrB at this time.

Seven states have moved "nto regionalization by virtue

of an enabling statutory action. Now that is indicative,
we think, of the seriousness by which this matter is being
viewed in these states and it may be, again, an indication
of things to come. In the other states it has come about

as already indicated by administrative action of those
agencies that have some authority of law behind them. More

information about such topics as their staffing patterns,
mechanisms for policy formation, and modes of financing are

covered in the report. Most of the regional designs, as
do not have fully developed central coordinating or

executive staffs. But a number of them do. ;11 have some

form or mechanism for arriving at policy and guiding opera-
tions, and all that survive, of course, must some way or

another be financed. Together they suggest a portentous
and fascinating possibility for a new era in American post-

secondary education.

Conclusion

Several questions seem to flow from the results of the
regionalism study that have quite direct import to the pur-

poses and interest of this conference specifically and to

the question of coordination of a state's enterprise in
postsecondary education as an approach to conserving scarce

resources while, hopefully improving public service in

both effectiveness and efficiency terms. The questions bear\

broadly/ on the structure, programming, and staffing of post-
secondary education as well as the way it is to be financed.

They include also: Is this development--regionalism--a
manifestation of what by some is coming to be termed

"communiversity
1122 or "communiversity education"?23 Simply

Samuel B. Gould, Today's Academic Condition. New

York: McGraw-Hill, 1971.

23 5:V. Xartorana and Eileen Kuhns, "Communiversity

Education. A New Challenge to the Community Colle,"
Charge (forthcomint') .
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put, this concept envisions a mechanism that will bring
about, in a region, an organizational arrangement of all of
the community-focused educational components that are
present--public, private, industrially-based, those based
in religious and cultural institutions and centers, and
whatever else that exists can be interrelated into the
educational service for a "Learning Society." So, I clos
with a reminder that if we are going to talk about dwindlin;
resources, if "survival through sharing" is to be a viable
concept, it will be necessary to recognize that the basic
problem is not just dollars, but also recapturing public
esteem. One of the quegtions the public is asking is:
How well can we use the resources that are already at hand,
regardless of whether these are public or private, in our
direct control or not, or formally or informally identified
with schools and colleges? The challenge in the question.
is whether postsecondary educational leadership can bring
these all to bear in the public interest.

And finally, one must ask, is regionalism officially
now and operationally perhaps soon coming to be recognized
as the way of the future in statewide planning and coor-
dination?
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PROBLEMS AND RELATED TO LEGISLATIVE
PROCESS: THE STATE DIMENSION

Thank you, Mr. Bittenbender, and my fellow panelists.

It seems to me that some time agaherE. was a show on
the air for a long period of time called "Ev and Jerry."
I'm beginning to think, Hunter, that due to the bulk of the
panels we've been sharing, perhaps we ought to bill our-
selves as "Jeanette and Hunter." And I guess since you've
drawn second spot, you can react to what I am going to say!

I couldn't help but think of Moses when he was given
the charge to cross the Red Sea--that of going into a land
of milk and honey: You can't run a car on milk and honey,
so I guess he should have turned left instead of right;
then perhaps, Israel, would have had all the oil today. This
relates to our sitution in Pennsylvania if a.ny analogy can
be drawn. ;

I guess Pennsylvania isn't unique in its problemkcon-
cerning postsecondary education. I believe postsecondary
education across the country is at an important juncturp.
Pennsylvania,, like every other state, faces serious chal-
lenges in trying to make available the quality and quantity
of postsecondary educational experiences every state would
ideally wish to provide. We, like every other state, face
serious problems concerning the financing and governAnce of

postsecondary' education. And I think there are some crucial
answers to the question concerning,"What does it mean to be
educated in the final quarter of the 20th century?" The

importance of these answers should force every professional
educator in these days of trade unionism to seriously
examine them. I feel (and I'm an optimist) that we in

Pennsylvania can meet our challenges because I believe we

must. Furthermore, I think we can address the issues and
problems, but not without some very important changes.

Across the nation, one college every month is closing

its doors. We, here in Pennsylvania, have 191 degree-

granting institutions.. If our economic plight does not
improve markedly and rapidly, and if our lower demographic
projections for the traditional college population of 18 to

22 year old holds true, VIP, in Pennsylvania, will be closink;

doors too. However, I hasten to add it is not the case that

postsecondary education, broadly construed,ig about to

87
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collapse. As organized religion continues to lose its
ability to provide many people with a sense of personal
meaning and yields groundto some sort of seJular humanism
and as rapidly increasing technological change creates
simultaneously new vocational dislocation and opportunity,
the outlook for postsecondary education does indeed brighten.
People are turning and will increasingly turn to educational
experiences Snd'activity to give meaning to their lives.
I believe people are turning and will continue to turn to
education because vocational and economic reality will
demand that they do so. These developments make the vision
of a "learning society" more-than just a mere platitude.
This is particularly true when one reviews the incredible
technological advances in the storage for processing and
communication of .information--ranging from computers to
television, to cassettes, to the recently developed video
discs. These video disks will anew many gpopiq to purchase
at low cost televised broadcasts just as wekAow purchase
the recordings of DeBussy, Gershwin, or rock and roll. Thus,
the outlook for learning beyond high school is generally
bright.

What we must do now is'' to find the right vessel on which
to ride these waves towgrd the shores of the learning society.
We must ask ourselves whether our current ways of financing,
governing, structuring, and delivering postsecondary educa-
tional services, not only in this state, but across the
country, are appropriate to this vital social and educational
task. This means talking about institutions-schools and
tY)eir relationship to the public interest. Specifically, =0

is means talking about the relationship of postsecondary
institutions to state governments . . . with those indi-
viduals in the legislative and executive branches who are
authorized to interpret the public interest.

State level officials, like many other people, both in
and out of the postsecondaYy educational community, are
increasingly reluctant to equate the health of institutions
with the health of education. Fewer people are willing to
treat schools as ends in themselves. There is, I believe,
a growing feeling that simply giving more money to post-
seconda'ry institution's carte blanche will not do the social
and education job that needs to be done. In Pennsylvania,
these feelings are growing--despite the proposed cutback in
our grant program and despite last year's legislative grant
of $12 million to private institutions in the form of
institutional assistance grants. Also, it is true that the
relatively lean proposed'state budge's_ (not only in Pennsyl-
vania, but I dare say across the country) for postsecondary
education is partially caused by state and nat_onal econc7-c
recession which require massive amounts of additional
funding for welfare and public ass-stance.
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However, I don't think we should let ourselves be
fooled into viewing our present situation as a mere interlude
caused by the current economic dislocation. T. believe we are
not in the mere interval between periods of rapid expansioil

of traditional services and populations. This is true aot
only because of shrinking traditional student population,
but because new and legitimate demands are being made on
public funds not being made a few years ago--demands, for
example, to protect and restore the environment. Milton
Friedman, the conservative economist at the University of
Chicago, recently estimated that forty cents out of every
dollar you and I earn goes to support the cost of govern-
ment at the local, state, and national levels. While I
think it is easy to underestimate the numerous valuable
services rendered by government and while there are many
additional public needs and injustices government sh.puld
try to ameliorate, we have reached a plateau in the tax-
payer's willingness to support additional programs.

Hence, the challenge--and I don't need to remind you
that it's going to be a very difficult one--is to move cloXer
to the learning society in an economically stagnant period
where institutional retrenchment is more likely than expan-

sion.

Maybe many of you are wondering why I have ignored the
increasing numbers of adults who are taking courses at col-

leges and universities. It is true that a trend in this
direction has prompted one of my legislative colleagues to
suggest (wrongfully I hope!) that whereas branch campuses of

lwe universities were the postsecondary institutional
battleground of the sixties, adult education will be the
battleground of the seventies. To the extent that institu-
tions can attract and meet the needs of these older popula-
tions, I heartily support the trend, but a word of caution:

While the potential adult education population is tremendous,

the actual population willing to participate i9, formal

classes ma be considerably smaller! Too many adults in our
society still view schooling at any level as for those who

cannot manage their own affairs. Furthermore, it takes four

or 4ve part-time students to generate one full-me equiv-

alency. Finally, colleges and universities will be competing
with industry, the military, and even high schools for the

adult education market.

Thus, if there are real limits`to the amount of finan-

cial help which co eges and universities ,-an expect from

the adult populat n and if colleges and universities con-

tinue to look at s ate and federal governments for :..e,Ircet

aid through student or direct institutional subsidies, t'-en

we, as a society, ar going to take seriously the distinction

between postsecondary schooling and postsecondary

C.,

.4
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education or learning. This type of education_mpay require
little or no direct contact with colleges or faCulty. If
we have reached a plateau in the public's willingnAA to pay
more taxes, then our task becomes one of developing ta flex-
ible, efficient, low-cost, and accountable system of post-
stcondary educational experiences, programs, and ins,:ituticns.
There is more than a small amount of conflict and tension
among the characteristics of this ideal system.

Reconciling accountability and flexibility is, of
course, not. very easy. And the need for a low-cost system
lies in the face of the demands of faculty unionism. The
salaries of professional and non-professional employees,
as you well know, accodit for over 85% of the budget of many
institutions. But progress toward the learning society
demands nothing less. Because of the magnitude of these
questions and because I believe some systematic thought on
these issues is needed, I have introduced Senate Bill 551 in
the Pennsylvania Senate.

Senate Bill 551 calls for a citizens commission to study
the governance, structure, and financing of Postsecondary
education for one year before making recommendations to the
General Assembly, the governor, and the public. The com-
mission would be composed of ten legislators, five senators
appointed by the president pro tem, five House members
appointed by the Speaker of the House, and eleven private
citizens. I included private citizens because I do not think
we should havl commission representatives of the various
institutions or interest groups. It should be primarily a
citizens commission. It is my sincere hope and intention
that the commission deal with such fundamental questions as
the following:

1. Is the four-year approach to uncle raduate educa-
tion pricing itself out of existence? Since e is a high
degree of duplication cetween the senior year of high school
and the freshman year of college, maybe we need to alter the
nature of these transitional years.

2. Can Pennsylvania tolerate its patchwork and chao,.,.c

classification of postsecondary educational institutions?
Among the 191, we have classifications sucL as: state-owned;
which are our fourteen state colleges; state-related, which
includes Penn State University, the Uuiversitl of Pittsburgh,
Temple University, and Lincoln University; state-aided,
which includes institutions such as the University of Penn-
sylvariia here in Philadelphia, community colleges, indepen-

dent Cblleges, and proprietary institutions. Thesc 'nftitu-

tions receive different amounts of money froth the state oased

on their classification. If our cu-i.ent econo:nic woes get

worse, some institutions may try t "graduate" to

ti
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classifications which receive more money from the state.
Without better criteria to determine how an Institution

graduates from one category to another, such decisions will
inevitably be based more on the "political clout" than on

many rational criteria.

3. Should the state emphasize direct student aid or

institutional subsidy? If some institutions are to close,
should it be the result of the marketplace or conscious

state-level policy?

4. Are there any advantages to be gained by moving toward

a more comprehensive system involving all of the classifica-

tions?

5. What additional approaches, if any, should the state

adopt to encourage non-institutional postsecondary education

and learning?

6. Are some citizens of the commonwealth being slighted

with regard to educational opportunity-6ecause of geographic

locations, a problem which is not unique to Pennsylvania?

7. Should the state define with greater precision the

. purposes, policies, and programs it supports in the private

sector? Should the state make greater use of contracts

with private colleges for specific services, rather` than

adding subsidies tb their general fund?

These are some of the questions which we, in Pennsylvania,

are raising. These are problems which every state must face

if education, formal and informalt is to-lay a great role

in the lives of our citizens. I hope our open discussion

can give some perspectives to this problem and look to

state coordinating officers to take a bold leadership role

in finding the answers.

Thank you.

4



PROBLEMS ANp ISSUES RELATED TO LEGISLATIVE
PROCESS: THE STATE DIMENSION

Bill, ladies and gentlemen, I am delighted to be here,
but since it's election year in Virginia, Bill, I don't feel
it's very nice to say Jeanette and I are not politicians.
We're Democrats, but I trust you will be tolerant of us-in
the legislative process, for politicians necessarily inter-
act in partisan ways wilen it comes to various issues.

I would like to discuss with you some techniques that
may help you in your approach to getting us to do what you
think we should do which:you may sometimes feel we're not
smart enough to do. Obviously, we have considerable diver-
sity ,among our states in the educational processes at all
levels; similarly, in the legislative processes at all levels;
we have such diversity. We have never been able to convince
"Big Daddy" ih Washington that this is true, but I think we
must try. When we relate to the federal government from
the state viewpoint on the premise that "Big Daddy" presumes
hetalone knows best what should be done to us (and, from his
vi wpoint, for us), it appears that all wisdomis centered

in Washington. It seems that those of us in the provi4es
must cohabitate with the peasants and do what he, "Big
Daddy," thinks is right. This is a problem facing us in the

')states and I don't care how big the state is or how small
,the state is, we must recognize "Big Daddy" and try to
educate him. That's *e most'imponCant thing you and I can
do . . educate "Big Daddy!"

But we're not here to talk about "Big Daddy" because he
alone knows best and he has a ten-day vacation. He gets
more vacations than the school children. Because the states

are so diverse and because the systems are so different,1I
shall try to address myself to what I hope fare fundamentals
regardless of the size of state. I represent a relatively
small state with a short legislative session operating on
the calendar day principle Constitutionally, not the legis-

latiye day principle. You can debate this item frora this view-

point, and I submit you would welcome the balendar day
system because we go to the capitol and get out as soon as
possible; whereas, in many states, they stay on and on and

on. We submit the calendar principle allowed us to get just

as much accomplished in sixty days as some of the great
states do in, nine months.
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In the state legislative process, staffing of legisla-
tive committees varies from high sophistication in California
to practically none in Virginia. We were in. California
looking into the problem of what kind of staffing we should
have and were advised by the California assemblymen and

senators +.() be careful not to staff too much; often staff
will run the system. Of course, when there is no staffing
at all, you may not be able to do much unless you have such

support. We are ideal for you state officials because we
sit there with no people on our side. It makes a very
interesting game.

So, how do you get through, whether you have staffing or

not, to a legislator? Of course, I'm a great believer in
the principle that you should. get to the member before he

goes to the capitol. Now, you don't necessarily have to
wine and dine him and provide him with ladies of the night,
but everybody ought to be educated on what the problem is
before the session. You get enough at the session. If you

have a money problem and you are in a state that has an
executive budget (I presume that most states do), this is

the time of the year to start thinking about the money that
you're going to get next January. Don't wait until January.
The budgetary systems in most of the states are gearing up

now and the budget will be locked in generally by December.

If you are in a state having a governor of one party and a
legislature of another party, such as my state, and it's an
executive budget and the governor has the item veto power,

you should be aware of the consequences. It doesn't make'

any difference what the part is in the assembly if the
governor has the item budget veto power--that's an enormous
power! He doesn't have to say it. He just intimates what
-he intends to do if you don't do A, B, and C.

If you're in a state like North Carolina, it's heaven

for the legislature. In that state, the governor can't veto

anything. In North Carolin'a when in session, the legisla-

ture is all powerful and the governor might as well go to

Hawaii and live it up. He has no power whatsoever if he is

of one party and the legislature is of another party. So,

they "have it made" there from the legislative viewpoint.
The budget requires you to get your information submitted

now.

Now, to another issue. You and I hear, and I believe,

your cause is really hurt when, it is said: "We all know what

the pill is doing. We all know what abortion is doing. We

all know ultimately there will be a down-turn in people

desiring education at all levels." These statements have

done such a good job that legislatures throughout America

are giving less money because they keep hearing of the

slowdown in'number. However, it works in reverse in my state
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and generally'thFloughout the Southland. In spite of such

claims in the Nofth and the West, we in ,the South are trying

to catch up'for the first time in history. We are trying to

give minorities the opportunities to-atterd the institutions

of higher learning and we encourage a greater participation

by all citizens to get more education. While all these pub-

lications are saying everthing's turning down, statistically

and factually in my state, and in many Southern states there

is an increase in the number-of people desiring higher educa-

tion. There is such an increase in numbers that the state

supported institutions cannot take all of them. Yet, the

publicity has convinced some legislatures of a downturn in

student demand. Jeanette, I'm sorry you're closing down all

these schools in Pennsylvania. Let's pack or box them up

and send .them down the road like we sent those trailers'up

here when you had your floods! We can handle them! I hope

you permit me, as a Southerner, to make that point because

I think,it is overlooked.

In many states many of you in educational positions

participate in partisan politics. We consider this a "No-No"

in our state. We honestly believe professionals in the

field of education should be non-partisan. We don't elect

any people publicly in Virginia in the fields of education,

whether it be the local school board, the state board, the

superintendent of public instruction, or the various college

and university boards.
Membership in these, in truth and in

fact, is non-partisan. So, my viewpoint is you should not get

into partisan politics; maintain your professional standing.

Some states, as you know, have gone to an all-po*erful

governing board; certainly Florida provides an example of it.

You may be in a state such as mine that has such diversity

in its system of colleges and universities. Virginia and

Massachusetts have the largest number of citizens on policy

boards in universities. We call them visitors because, a

gentleman by the name of Mr. Thomas Jefferson called them

visitors, but most states call them trustees and regents.

With such a large number of citizens on the public college

and university boards, we concluded it would be impossible

for us to have a strong centralized governing body. That's

politics.

We have diversity within the types of colleges' and

universities. There is a growing movement in the nation-

and I believe it is wrong - -to reduce higher education to a

statistical norm,-be it money or'the level of attainment of

the individual. I think American education, public and

private, has been successful because of diversity and be-

cause of innovative concepts and ideas fostered by 'approaches

to the diverse problems. I submit that it is wrong to

create one big super state university. Yet, there is a
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movement to accomplish this and I believe it is substituting
a giant bureaucracy for educational quality. We need broad div
sity instead of huge size. And I'm obviously offending some
people who believe in the strong governing principle.

When the legislature is in session, you should read
every7cotton pickih' bill introduded which might, in any way,
pertain to your field of endeavor. At times, I have been
surprised that people in education in my state are not pre-
pared before committees. As a committee chairman, I politely
request-- indeed,I demand--that department_ people be present
at committee meetings, be brief, and be available to respond
to our questions. I have discovered instances in which they
didn't know a bill had even been introduced and one which
directly affected them.' Now,this is of no great consequence
in states where you go on and on, but in a state on a cal-
endar principle, it'is essential that the professional
educator be on his toes. He must be available at all times
while we are in session. This is necessary if we are to
Accomplish anything at all.

I also suggest that you would be well advised to pick
out the strong people on the committee. Not everybody in
the legislative process happens to be as brilliant as Jeanette
and I in the field of edUcation!!! On our committees, not
everyone obviously is as accomplished as we are! There
are committee members who couldn't give a hoot about higher
education, yet may be interested in elementary-secondary
education, or some specialized field. You should know the
individual legislative committee members in your state and
what their kicks are. Get to them. You ought to get the
chairperson's blessing, for the chairman may not want him
to be too sophisticated on some things. We do not have a
situation similar to my party in Washington which has parti-
cipatory democracy and everybody now has to pick a chairman
and have caucuses to decide on big policies. We are a
seniority state and I like it. I waited many years to be
senior and as long as I am there, I'm going to stay there.
The seniority principle works politely and politically
because you know that one of these days, if somebody ahead
of you gets defeated or dies, you're going to be it. So you're
going to be nice to that person. Of course, we find we're
in the minority again on that principle, but it has great
potential. Get on the education committee the people who
know a particular field. The members of the education
committee should also be on the appropriations, finance, or
ways and means committee because money makes the horses trot.
Many people get so gung ho about a legislative subject they
overlook how to get the oil or grease needed to make it work,
. . . and that's money! The smart legislator gets on the
committee that handles money where he can then carries out
the things in which he beliees. So find out the persons
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on the money committees who have been sympathetic to-educa-
tion and get to them.

Hopefully, do not. let your college and university
presidents be registered as full-time lobbyists in your

.

state capital for the entire session. They do it, and.this

is one of the criticisms obviously of the coordinating --

governance system. It's a fact of political life that
there are certain dominating colleges and universities in

your state that, for better or worse, happen to have a good\
football team or a large alumni or something of that nature

\and are most persuasive. That's a political fiFt of life; you
Must recogniLle it in your professional capacity. You must

\recognize the give and take in getting things accomplished

by getting a little here and taking a little there.
,...

Do not make the mistake of doing something drastic in

the field of higher education while we are in session. Our

Council of Higher Education made the mistake of doing that

while we were in session; they changed all the extension

systems from the University of Virginia to a regional basis.
They did it while we were in session and we reacted with

alarm. If they Shad been smart, they would have waited until

we went home, implemented the idea, and then let it all

simmer down and be over before we got back in session the

next year.' That's politics. Pick your timing. I've always

considered timing as vital in politics as it is in sex and

as long as you operate on that principle, you'll never get

in trouble either way.

Thank you.

4
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PROBLEMS AND ISSUES RELATED TO LEGISLATIVE
PROCESS: THE FEDERAL DIMENSWN

I

After an introduction like that, and I don't know your
_credibility factor, but if these folks believe 51% of what
you just said, I would be better off to say "thanks" and
_just sit down. In the words of Senator Hunter Andrews, I
represent "Big Daddy" here'today while the tlected repre-

Xsentatives are on a ten-day vacation. Some of them 'may be
On vacation, but I've seen the schedules of a few and it's
the kind of vacation I would never want to enjoy myself. In
the past, few years, I guess I'm seen among the staff in the
House of Representatives as one of the strongest supporters
of the state role. In the last'year or two, I have made a
priority of attending this kind of meeting in order to inter7
adt with state leders. However, to protect my cover as a
contributing member of a federal.organization, I hope you
correct my title in your program which reads, "Minority
State-Director." I'm not quite there'yet; I'm still working
primarily from a federal perspective.

During the early years on the Hill,I made the mistake
of assuming people know what a minority staff director was.
I would often meet with groups of college presidents who,
at the end., of the meeting, might say, "Well, I enjoyed that,
but I find it just fascinating the minority group would
select you to be,their staff director."

I want to give you a perspective of theCongressional
organization with which I hope you will become increasingly
familiar and will feel as though you have the right and
responsibility to exercise the opportunity to participate in
it. One of ypur pre-seminar papers was a three or four-page
paper called "Congress Needs to Hear FroM You." In it, I
explained the difference between the authorizing committees
and the appropriations'committees and providad'staff phone .

numbers, addresses, areas of jurisdictions and related
information. As Ken Fischer and others know, I never ask
for anything on more than two pages. Sometimes I cheat by
printing on thefifront and on the back, but the people I work
with seldom 'ead these thick studies and reports and sum-
maries that all of you generate. If we can't give it to
them in one page, we might as well forget it. When we staff
persons meet with educators, sometimes we try to be accepted
by writing.longer papers because that's your game. But

101.
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where I come from, this is about as lona as you'd ever want..

And I'm sure) you've already read it. That's one ofrtHe joys
of speaking to literate audiences! So I'm not going to go
over the handout except to toucf on the areas you wish;

Let's look at the Congress. Some of you might not like
9th grade civics, but I'Ve.learned not to make assumption's
with any group. Now,'just so you can peg where I'm paid,
one of the twenty authorizing committees in the House of
Representatives is the Committee on Education and Labor.
The Chairman is Carl Perkins of Kentucky; the ranking member

is Al,Quie of Minnesota. Under that committee comes'eight 7
subcommittees. Some of the issues with which they deal are
labor-management relations, manpower, EEOC, minimum wage
laws, arts and humanities, pre-school, handicapped, voca-
tional rehabilitation, and on and on - -in addition to the:',

general education programs at all levels. So whenever you
see a Member, whether he be a John Brademas, an Al Quielor
whomever, speaking to ytu, you probably tend to get the
feeling as though they're giving a great deal of time and

thought to postsecondary education. Well, on this one com-
mittee, each member sits on at least three subcommittees and
Al Quie, my boss, sits ex officio on all eight. One of s,

these subcommittees (the Subcommittee on Postsecdndary
Education)'is chaired by Representative Jim O'Hara of

Michigan. But he alsb,sits,on a.couple Tore of our sub-'
committees and on:the new'Budget Committee. So he has his
hands 'full with things other than postesecondarY education.

We also have two other suboommittees on edudation.. The one
is chaired by John Brademas of Indiana that deals With the
handicapped, vocational rehabilitation,, arts and, humanities,

drug abuse, consumer education; child development, NIE, and

other issues. Another subcommittee handles elementary,
secondary, and vocational education; Carl Perkins, who used

to be chairman of that subcommittee before 'heibecame chair-

man of the full committee, kept it for himself. So, he is

chairman of one subcommittee as well as the full committee.

The beginnings of hearings and legislation that .are

going on right nowin this one committee will eventually

end up, we're predicting, in an omnibus educati8n act of

1976. We have one track going with the Brademas subcommittee

'on NIE. We have anotherk track going with the Perkins sub-
committee on the Vocational Act and another track with the

O'Hara subcommittee responsible for the Higher Education ".

Act.

To stay with the authorizing side of things, we'll flip

over to the Senate--the Labor and Public Welfare Committee.
Frankly, I'm not sure how many subcommittees they have. It's

more than four and one of them is chaired by Senator Pell of

Rhode Island. Senator Pell chairs the Education Subcommittee
S

let)
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which handles all Of the eacatiaci programs. It very
important that you understand the beginnings now of these
pieces of legislation. In-the House, three different sub-
committees handle the same:issues as are handled by the one
Senate subcommittee. The House subcommittee,leaders don't
always agree and thpy have .their own ideas. Carl Perkins is
.very close to the vocational education community, for exampl
So when there ,i2-s talk about state plans and state boards,

.hels(going to be seeing -C,at issue prima:ily through his fong
experience with the elementary, secondary, and vocational
education sectors., At the same timc,Jim O'Hara is working,
on the Higher Education A:mot under wh.Lnr co 6s 1202 Commis7
sion,, so he will be looking at that. With two separate .0
committees, separate rooms; separate schedules, there is no
coordinated planning at the subcommittee lev'el and that's
where most of the action is. This creates a potntial pro, .
blem of rationalizing state planning that you should keep
in mind.

I've been reading several studies.,on :'.2.02'Commissions
and how 'Congress intended this or that. "Congress" doesn't
intend anything. One or two people at the subcommittee, level
usually "intend" something and on a provision as small at

. the 1202 Commission, it really doesn't get modified through
the remainder of the legislative process, as I will explain

in a minute. T )ius, we have no centralized congressional
planning effut. The House goes its way;,the-Sen'ate goes -

its way; and only when we have to meet in conference com-
mittees do we get together. I see Senator Pell's staff more .

often on panels at meetings like this--twice as much in
terms of hours spent with .them than I do in my job on '.he

Hill.

,

Apart from this total-process ofau6lorizing legisla-
tion which, with someexc!eptions of backdoor spending, does
not provide a nickel to higher education is the appropria-
tions process. A separate committee, the Appropriations
Committee, handles all Spending bills. Each*appropriations
committee, House and Senate, has thirteen subcommittees
and one of the thirteen is called HEW/Labor and Related
Agencies. Mr. Flood of Pennsylvania chairs this

tee in the House. Senator Magnuson of Washington chairs the

one in the Senate, HEW spends -$301 million a day every day

of the year; $109 billion was HEW's budget last year, Iibre
are three hundred programs in EEW and this one committee has
to listen and comprehend all of those programs and make
decisions about relative priofities. No-member of this
committeee not one member, sits on an authorizing committee

under our rules. So,when you feel like you've reached a
Jim O'Hara or reached an Al Quie and you.feel that your story

has been told, your job is only ,-,le-half comple'qed. When

we have relative priorities 21 the Higher Education Act, for

101. .
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example,,we (meaning the authorizing committees) end up being
lobbyists with the appropriations committee. John Qdllenback,
,when he was ranking member of the O'Hara subcommittee, went
td'Mr. Flood's committee and sat down as a witness,-just as
the American Council on Education, the Land-Grant Association,
or the Commissioner of Education., And he tried to convince
them that.money for 1202 and SSIG. were priorities they ought

''to recognize.
a,

While the HoUse is going-its way on authorization or
appropriations bills, the Senate is going its own way. All
the differences get reconciled is when the House passes 'its
version of the Higher Education Act., fOr exkimple; and the
Senate\passes a different version of the Higher EducatiOn
Act.. In 1972, there were 300 major substantive difference
between the two bills. The Speaker appointd conferees for
the House and the \President pro tem of the Senate appointed.
Senate conferees.-7-,Who are the conferees? The conferees
are almost entirely members o.f the subcommittee from which
the legislation first started before in moved its way up
the ladder. --Tf-ve_get in another major conferende, .as we
will in 1976, we'll ha e members of the O'Hara subcommitteq,
a couple members of th Brademas subcommittee bedause wp
expect NIE to be'part of the total package, and.members/of"
Perkins' subcommitte because vocational - education will also
be part of the package., The Senate conferees will probably
be Senator Pell's entire subcommittee. In 1972, on similar
legislation, it took us nine 'weeks to hammer out the 300

differences and, in the final analysis, that"s where "con-

gressional intent" is developed.

With respect to the differencei on state commissions'
in 1972, the chairman of the conference (it happened to be
Carl Perkins this time - -the chairmashiEi goes back and
foreh, it's either Perkins or Pell) appointed Al Quie to
meet with-st%aff to resolve' all these differences on state
commissions.' We spent about forty-five minutes and Lt was
all resolved . . . Title X-A and Title X-B, ,1202, 1203; and
so forth. .Now to the extent that you can say "Congress" has
decided something, it was really at that meeting in Al Quie's
office for forty-five minutes or so. Of course, there was

a lot of thought behind that meeting. Edith Green had some
strong views on her state planning; Harrison Williams had
strong views on his community c lieges; and 'Al Quie had

strong views on his occupatina, educ don provision. But

the major issues atthe time were ally basic opportunity
grants, institutional aid, school busing,andothers.

I want you to feel comfortabl e with this procuss so
when you see the names of people, you will know where they
enter in: Every person in this oom has two senators in

Wasington and one representative. Some of you want to

'
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interact, and many of you do interact, with the chairman or
a ranking member of a subcommitte.e. If you're not from

00-

Michigan, you still, because of your pqsition, want to have

an entree' through your own representative who then sits
dOwn with O'Hara on t1ie floor of the House and says, "Hey,

what are, you guys doing about whattr? I've heard from
people in my state and the way I'm getting it, you ought to

look pt this." ,All these little things register and .they

do have an 'impact. Use your role-as constituents. Each

member of, the House has about!bighteen staff people now- -
both in the district and in WashingtOn, D. C.--and they work,

their heads off to respond to constituent needs. I know
there are over a hundred letters a,day in Mr. Quie's office

that go out, and most.congressmen don't like to have a
turnaround time of more than three or four days unless-it's
something. that requires new data ?r inforMation. So,at least

use that opportunity you have as-constituents,becausel we do

not hear from state-level officials nearly as much as we do

from institutional representatives.

We do get resolutions passed by SHEEP or passed by the
Education Commission of the Stats, tut these are only

'resoldtions: The position base for the resolution on paper,

has.not been read and unless someone is out there picking Op

the ball, becoming an advocate, talking about it, it just I

doesn't cut the mustard. Just a few le:tte;p or a few phone

calls would do a great deal. -Someone asked /re to quantify

the potential impact by state leadership on federal law in
higherNedudation, and I said that on a scale of one tp ten-,

it would be abput two or three. So, there ds tremendous

opportunity for ,you.

Now, I recognize you are just like everyone else . . .

you have only so many hours in a day, you're up to your

ears in problems at home: Ind most days you could care less

about communicating somet ng to a subcommittee in the Con-

gress that may eighteen months from then affect you. But

I urge you to consider the fact th0. it is important to get

engaged at that level.because otheindividuals" are getting

engaged. Who are they Primarily, .institutionally-tased

national associations. We get the view of college presi-

dents. I'm just really picking a number out of the air

here, but upwards of 80% of the input that we get would be

either from college presidents through their associations

or financial aid directors. We d.o'bot hear from trustees;

we do not hear from faculty. We are beginning to hear from

students; we seldom hear from state level higher education

agencies; we hardly ever hear from state legislators. Once

in a while we hear from the governor's conference, but very

seldom; and we hope to begin to hear from the National

Council on State Legislatures. However, we primarily hear

from the so-called One Dupont Circle associations.

,1 1U3
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With that as background, I was asked to thint a little
. bit about the strategy of a &tate agency and I did outline
some thoughts on the handout.' They're obviously from a
person who has never worked at a State level and I may be-
far off-base, but what t want to get out of the session is

a "feel" for how off-base I might be,because I have the bad
habit of sharing with members of Congress the perceptions
that I carry around. That could affect (I'm not saying it
would;) how we come out on the whole4question of state agen-
cies. Personally, just to shorten five minutes of talk,
I agree 98% with, hat Senator 4eibman said this morning and
I believe that she reflects at the state levels what is going,

on in the minds of members of Congress with whom I interact.

Let me be even more specific. In 1972, education was
still a topic of some interest: There was some excitement.
There was som4 glamour in being involved in higher education
legislation., Our attendance at hearings was"pretty good.
We had dozens, of informal meetings every'week 4nd several'
og the informal meetings Were ,with education leaders: This

year it's a different story. We have seventeen members ok.

this subcommittee. We've had some sixty, days of hearings,
primarily on student assistance; our AveYage attendance is

two and onehalf: I can't get a member of Congress right
now, with unemployment and energy and.foreign affairs and
the economy on their minds, to sit down very long to think
about eligibility questfons, the formula for basic grants,
or the details of the guaranteed student loan program. For

one thing, each issue is do complicated, but primarily it's
because of the competition of other issues.

Most-authorizing legislation goes for three or four
years, then it expires. The Higher Education Act expires
June 30th, about a month from now, but there is an automatic
extender which has already kicked into place, so it really
doesn't expire until June 30, 1976. Cdhsequently, there is

-not yet a4reat deal of pressure to act and perhaps that's
part of-the problem. Another part of the problem is that,
in this one committee, we have 114 programs that expire,this,

Congress. And you know that Congre'ss doesn't let many things

%die! Congress will likely re-authorize them all. Every
time a program comes up for re-authorlzation there are forty
members of Congress here, thirteen there, etc. Everyone's
ideas can get tiown'in the hopper. One problem that I see
coming "down the pike" is that the lack of interest and the
lack. of stimulation from people such as yourselves might
result in.indiviVal members throwing ideas in the hopper
and the rest of the members not being interested enough to
,really debate, refine, and sharpen it. If it's a $100 milli°
idea, you'll try to reduce it's.cost. If it's a $3 million
idea, legislative courtesy tends to let a member,have his

thing. This phenoMenon operates in the-Senate such. hat no

S
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member of a Senate-committee likes to go to the floor with

a major bill unless he has one thing in it he can say is

his. Lt almost gets to the point of staff going around to

all the offices saying, "What do you want to do for higher

education?': and then trying to write a bill that accommo-

dates each member of the committee.

I don't want to give you an impregsion of the process

that makes you more cynical than jou perhaps already are.

However, I do want tp give 1111 a realistic feeling'of the.

process so that you,know how to relate to it. For all of

its shortcomings, I think the history of the federal, role in

higher education is a positive one. If I were a member'o'

Congress who had served for the last `fifteen years, +I believe_

I would feel faigly good about the federal role in higher

education,'but' it is not the'result of a unified plan. It

is an ad hoc process, of adding things here and there by dif-

ferent people and I think personally that we have come to

the time where we may have reached a saturation point. We

may have toosmany federal prOgrams (over ,38'0 affect post-,

secondary education). There is too much duplication, contra-

dictions, red tape, criteria, fiscal operations reports,

and ,audits. On top of all that are the regulatory require-

Ments you must face: occupational safety'and health, affirma-

tive action, the Buckley amendment on privacy; I'm beginning

to get feedbabk foethe first time from the generally liberal

education community that they've had 'enough of big govern-.

ment. -5In the past, educators would say, "We don't care how

you give it to us, just give it to us. W011 adjust." In

the last year br so/we've begun to hear,' "We're not so sure

anymore whether, we want that kind of help."

What I'd like to do now is see how many agree with the

statements on my handout. Some of them, I am sure, are not

as clear to you in terms of what I might mean, but use your

own meaning if you can do so. Let's see the four or five

areas where there tends to be considerable disagreement and

then get some feedbackfrom you on why there is- and let me

react to it. On each one of these, any one of us could

talk for fifteen minutes and still not get far with it.

Editor Note:
Participants then interacted with

Mr. Andringa on eactof the items in
the list which follows.

i
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PERSONAL PERSPECTIVES ON,VEDiRAL/SMTE ROLES
IN POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION

ROBERT trANDRINGA
MINORITY STAFF DIRECTOR

COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR
U. S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

A. Observations and Predictions

1. Higher education has lost its former high priority

status in public's mind and in legislatures. Few

would increase taxes or deficits'), to increase the

total capacity of the collegiate sector.

2.. Collegiate institutions becoming defensive; for many,

mere survival is major preoccupation; lack gover-
nance structure that is flexible enough for the times.

3. Competition for campus-based students in 1980's will

create new public issues which institutions cannot
resolve without an external referee.

4. In foreseeable future, increasing institutional costs

will have to be shared in larger proportions by

students.-

5. More and more traditional students and "new clien-

teles" will need to pursue education while they work.

6. Individual rights will often override what are now

seen'as institutional prerogatives. 7

B. What to Expect from the Federal Government

1. Total dollar support keeping tp with inflation at

best.

2. Few new programs; strong/emphasis on student assis
tance as main strategy.

3. Continued recognition in student assistance programs

of both degree and'non-degree granting institutions

(total now about 5700 eligible institutions of PSE).

4.' Continued demands on institutions through exerdise

of regulatory powers; ,tore red tape and criteria to

meet as funds'become scarce, abuses of federal pro-

grams come to light and issues of privacy, discrim-

ination, consumerism, etc. take hold.

108
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C. What Role for the States?

1. No way but tap. Who seriously dopbts an increasing
state role? Motivation will come out of problems
within the state, but federal legislation will
encourage the trend.

2 Neither federal government nor an indiViduL instl-
tution will be able to take the lead, in maintaining
a strong postsecondary system in light o! the
economy ... enrollment declines ... collective bar-

gaining ... public reaction to unemployed college
graduates ... competition for tax support in areas
of health, unemployment programs, aging, handicapped

.. education, etc.

3. Most states should increase support to the independent

sector to:

- Prevent over-building public sector

Guarantee health competition and diversity
of opportunities

- Provide reason for limiting government
'intrusion into all institutions

,

4. Strong, fair dealing state agency is a ne cessary
buffer between over zealous (and short-term) politi-
cal pressures and defensiVe isolationism on the

part of academic institutions.
P

D. Personal Suggestions on State Agency Strategy

1.= Take on the role,of servant; become bipartisan;
.influence through informal networks; seek to repre-
sent perspective of whattis current situation and

what public policy,should

Emphasize leadership development for both full-time

) personnel and non-agency "key persons." Encourage

interestate exchanges; doctoral study research and
internships, share ideas with other states. Not the-

time for "one man shows" in state agencies.

Identify and involve "laymen" -=not in token manner,

They have good perspective in these times; enjoy
unique credibility with the broader communit.y; will

keep education out of strictly .1.nterest;-group

politics.
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4. Become-Aknown as individuals thinking about "educa-
tioriand training" for all adults--not as an agency

responsible for "educational institutions." Involve

libraries, museums, civic groups, business and

goverment training programs, newspapers, TV and

other earning resources.

5. If you err on enrollment projections, err on the

pessimstic side. Prepare state leaders and institu-

tions for posSible closings, mergers, state assump- f

i.on of independent schools, reductions in number of

programs, etc. Why? Politiciand public' emotions

will .play greater role in theab decisions than

quantitative analysis!
1

6. Designate one staff person to be accountable for
monitoring federal policy process. He shouldalert-

others when need for letter,'phone call, follow-up,

etc.

7. Act not only 'as a reconcker of immediate crises,

but help create a new rationale for and descritpion

of "appropriate institutional autonomy." 4

8. Begin working within the stater for coordination of

federal funds received through revenue-sharing

program, CETAf VocatiOnal Education Act-that's

where the big dollars will be.

9: Relax about the current thrust of 3L202 Commissions.

They were not expected to handle-all the comprehen-

sive planning of postarepondary educati9n. But they

were expected' to do relevant planning that included

all segments of PSE.

May 19/5
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NINTH MODULE.

"NEW ASSUMPTIONS FOR STATE LEVEL

l LEADERSHIP IN THE FUTURE"
by,.

Robert B. Mautz, Chancellor
State University System of Florida
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NEW ASSUMPTIONS FOR STATE-LEVEL
LEADERSHIP IN THE FUTURE

For most of their history,state supported universities

were autonomous. In their external political relations, for

exaMple, they dealt directly with the legislature. Presi-

dents urged adoption of requests for funds to sympathetic

legislators., The resulting appropriations determined

policy, the location and size of a building, the inaugura-

tion cm expansion of academic programs, and the competitive

relationship of each institution both within and without

tile state. The affairs of statd_government were relatively

few. Legislatures met. infrequently, budgets were small, ,

and decisions, although significant, were relatively easy

to make. Alternatives were clear and choices were few.

In the decade following.World War II, the web became

more complex. jhe.state assured a larger role in our daily

lives as the span of its concerns widened. Increasingly,

government regulated, subsidized, controlled, policed and

concerned itself with the welfare of its citizens. It

assumed responsibility for the aged, the,indigent, thd

physically en4, mentally ill. Populations grew exponentially.

The ci-amor for free or low Cdst quality educatibn was ex-

tended downward to kindergarten and upward through gtaduate

school. Our society increasingly depended upon a techno-

logical base which demanded a high level of education and

extensive research capabilities. Universities expanded

and multiplied. Teacher colleges became universities.

Graduate program proliferated.

As state budgets became larger in response-to new and

more substantial demands, the old ways of determining the

allocation of money were rendered outmoded and inadequate.

State legislatures soughtimproved ways of.conceptualizing

and addressin4 the increasingly controversial questions

with which they were confronted. They sought to deal

broadly with the questions of allocation of additional sup-

port among categories such as mental health, roads, and

edUbation. Within the latter category, the proper balance

between'funding of kindergarten, education for the handi-

capped, and graduate and research programs became the focus

of decisions. No longer could the legislature deal with

the welter of conflicting data and frequently,inconsistent

claims presented by a larger number of individual and

ambitious universities. The division of money between

113
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universities became buried in larger questions. Increas-
ingly, political rather thdh educational considerations
governed hasty and often Uninformed decisions with respect
to the division of monies among the plethora of university
petitioners. Planning to accommodate the future was uncoor-
dinated, parochial, or non-existent.

The response of the states was to lodge responsibility
for the planning and coordination of universities in a single
agellcy. The legislature was thereby enabled to deal with
the broader conceptual questions as to the division of
resources between public education and highbr education and
allocate the proper percentage of the state revenue to each
of these functions according to its judgment. Boards were
given authority to recommend the establishment of.new insti-
tutions, the expansion of existing ones, and to plan for the
distribution of students and programs among the institutions
as well as the location and size of facilities to house them.
The outcome of the struggle between those who feared en-
croachment by such boards upon traditional institutional
autonomy and thOse who'believed in the necessity for such i"

unifiCation resulted in state boards.which vary,in terms of
the duties and responsibilities allocated to them.4 Sugh
boards range from coordinating bodies possessing recommending
authority only to a single governing board controlling a
consolidated budget for all publicly suppoirted universities.
Since mid 1950, however, the trend has been clear and unmis-
takable. States without such central authorities established
them--those with central boards strengthened their powers.
At the present time, forti-seven states have central boards
as contrasted with seventeen in 1954.

On the whole, such boards have performed well under
difficult circumstances. Much was expected and much was
demanded of them.. For a number of reasons, many of them
failed to live up to those expectations. That they failed
to meet these high expectations and the extraordinary de-
mands does not indict them. The comment that they, on the
whole, performed satisfactory in the light of reasonable
expectations and the political situation in which found
themselves remains, in my opinion, a valid judgment.

And what of' the future?

I foresee a number of factors in the next ten years .k

which will present problems requiring consummate wisdom and

judgment. The handling of these issues will determine
whether such boards continue with expanded responsibilities
or whether fragmentation.of our higher education structure
occurs. Those thajor.forces impacting operations can be
gLouped under two large subject matter areas although they
overlap and affectieach other. The first of these is the
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straitened fiscal outlook. The second is the prospective
rapid decrease in the'size of the traditional college bound

student pool. Time will permit me to deal with these only

in rough outline. I raise them in order that you may con-

sider and refine them.

Fiscal Situation

From 1950 to the mid 1960s, the real income of univer-

sities increased rapidly and dramatically. You are familiar

with the figures in the Carnegie Commission study which have

indicated that expenditures of universities grew.at a ,rate

more rapid than the growth, of the gross national product.

The unit cost of instruction increased. Large annual incre-

Iments of manpower and funds were dedicated to research.

Teach.'.ng loads were lowered. .The averagep2ofessor became

a manager with large sums of money' at His disposal. For
hard.cientistsj'equipment increased and was refined. Accel-

leratorsblossomed. Electron microscopes became common.

Beginning in the late 1960s, the story line changed. Fed-

eral and state funds flowing into education dither did not

grow or grew at a decreasing rate. Real dollars per faculty

member and per student decreasdd during the early 1970s.

In 1974, inflation added to the burdens'and the sense of

frustration which this situation. created. The scenario be-

came one of doing more or the same with less. The real

income of our faculty began to decrease. The impact of this

twin4devil of inflation and a "stable income or a decreased i

rate of increase of that income has had qualitative and

programmatic effects. More importantly, it has had severe

impact upon the expectations and morale of a generation

which had' been raised to believe the revolution of rising

expectations was a standard part of its cultural pattern.

For a confluence of reasons, higher education is com-

peting less and less successfully fOr the state and federal

dollars. Priorities have been rearranged andthe period of

affluence for higher education .has passed at least tempor-

arily. I. leave to each of you a judgment as to whether

those priorities can again be reordered so that higher

education receives a higher percentage of the revenues of

state and federal governments. I am not Qptimistic for the

near term.
A

Students

By now the curve which shows a future drop in num-

ber of the traditional college age student is sufficient112

familiar so we know the ,figures did not occur in a night-

mare. Itis based upon hard figures of individuals now
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living. The facts are incontrovertible. The decline will
be as steep as was the incline. We are witnessing the
beginnings of- extreme competition for traditional students.
Many of these competitive steps impacted upon previously
sacrosanct and hallowed traditions. Our grading system has
eroded until the grade curve is a national scandal. We give
credit by examination. We admit at the junior year of high
school. We press for increased fihancial aid for students.

Competition for the traditional student is being .:c11-
lowed by an attempt to expand education to other age groups.
The buzz words are career leadjustment, upgrading, and life-

long learning. We install academic programs in prisons. We
broadcast television and radio courses to shut-ins and
housewives. cooperate with newspapers to offer courses
for credit.

Collpges will increasingly compete for these new stu-
dents as tiell as for traditional students. Many seem to be
attempting to outdo each other in designing courses to
appeal to newly discovered groups. Ignored is the long
history of continuing education, the failure of our GENESYS
and similar, programs, the fact that education should be

demanding work. Our attempts to increase access should

continue. Claims that major new sources of students can
replace the,losses visualized through a decrease in,the
size of the-traditional group are unrealistic in my opinion.
Caution must be exercised to avoid further deterioration
of standards. Opportunity should not be confused with
guaranteed success.

On one hand, universities excuse students from tradi-
tional work and on the other, they seek to augment an arti-
ficial demand for collage work through licensing and certi-.

fication requirements. At the present time, we hear only

a faint stirring in this direction. In the future, we will

see a demand for increased initial educational requirements
for licenses and certificates and continuing education
requirements for their renewal.

The decrease in the number of studwits likely to occur
in the late 1970s and 1980s and the conOsion arising from
the competition for students will raisd'new and grave ques-

tions. For example, increased fundihg has been geared in
part to increases in the number of students. Economies

of sole enabled universities to utilize only a portion of
the additional money appropriated to support new students
and to utilize the rest for experimentation, innovation

and advanced research. The decreas4 in the number of stu-

dents will aggravate the economic situation caused by the

probability that higher education's share of the state and
federal dollars will remain stable or even decrease. The

1 3
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past annual infusion of new funds which enabled improve-
ment in the quality and inauguration of new programs cannot
be taken for granted in the future. The advent of unions
will render even more rigid flexibility which we already
regard as limited.- The potent/jai for avchange in our col-

legial style of governance is/Ion the horizon. The unwill-
ingness of a governing body,to interfere in the internal
operation of universities will render it difficult for -

central boards to moderate the new competition for students.

In these circumstances, central governing bodies will
become increasingly vulnerable and seemingly ineffective.
They 'were establishd to make the educational.decisions pre-

,

viously made by the legislature and to plan for orderly
growth to assure wise allocation and use of resources. 'It

was their ability to proyide additional .fundS which rendered
their restrictive actions acceptable to universities accus-

tomed to autonomy. It was their judicious use 'of resources
which rendered them acceptable to the legislature. Wise

management of resources'with shrinking budgets will be more
difficult although more imperative. Wise management may
call for decisions not palataIle to individual institutions
nor to their local constituencies. Legislators, since they

are poAiticians and since their power derives from local
constituencies, can easily differ as to the definition of

the wise and judicious distribution :of limited funds. The

legislature may well demand and expect adjustment in pro-

grams and adjustment in personnel policies which will be

repugnant to the universities.

As has been,the,case in/the past, boards will be tagged
by universities as the supporters and originators of-legis-
lative actions which they must implement. Therefore, from

the universities' standpoint,boards may well appear ineffec-

tive advocates and from the legislative standpoint, ineffec-

tive managers. Thus, central boards:will have an ever More

difficult task to preserve their autonomy and to protect
higher education while responding to the education, economic
and political necessities of the day.' Their success in the

past augprs well for their ability to adjust to the abrasive-

ness offthe future. It is important to the welfare of

higher 'clucation that they do so and, in that adjustment,
maintain the confidence of both the universities and the

legislature.

1e4
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POST-WORKSHOP ANALYSIS

"TOOLS, TECHNIQUES, AND STRATEGIES FOR STAFF

RESPONSES TO PROBLEMS OF STATE

LEVEL LEADERSHIP"
by . .

Dr. DeForest L. (Woody) Trautman
Director, Office of Long Range Planning

State University of New York at Stony Brook
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POST - WORKSHOP ANALYSIS

INTRODUCTION,

This workshop attempted to measure some of the new

dimehsions of postsecondary education and, and at the same

'time, equip state agency staffers with effebtive means to

confront related daily problems. As the worth of a meal is

not only in the eating bdt also in the following digestion,

so. also for this workshop. Perhaps because of the newness
and generality of guidelines for state agencies per se, this

post-analysis hopefully Will integrate and enhance the

value of the workshop presentations.

A workshop takes form in response to perceived needs for

new knowledges and skills for a particular group of pro-

fessionals. A theme appears, then a program structure, and

finally, commitments ,by speakers and potential attendees.

During.; the actual workshop, the convener adapts the format

moment -by- moment to maintain intended focus and to try to

provide what the participants expect. With many diverse
program ingredients,' and the natural proclivities of,speakers

to lecture on their own pet topics, it is remarkable that a

program did actually "hang together" to propound "tools,

techniques, and strategies." Pre-workshop publicity and the

program agenda gave a 'forecast" of what to expect; this

post-workshop 1:aftcait" tells one,Perception-of What hap-

pened. Ot course, each of us attendees has his/her own

recollections, notes, and fragmentary evaluations. The

following then are the writer's own, bolstered by his review

of the transcripts and his recall of "corridor conversations,"

where appropriate.

This analysis is offered firstly to illustrate how the

workshop addressed its theme. Secondly, it offers a struc-

ture for each reader's own review of the presentations so
that one might incorporate more easily these "tools, tech-

niques, and strategies" in one's own "response to problems

of etate-level leadership."

The workshop consisted of various formal presentations

followed by ample discussion from the floor, of small dis-

cussion groups, of consultations with resource persons and,

of course, of continuous corridor conversations. Attempting

'to determine afterwards the ensuing focii of these many

inputs is fraught with the uncertainty of there actually

being any such focii! Workshop value is, of course,not

measurable solely in terms of focii, but is such are .
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discernable, the ensuing structuring of information is
indeed helpful. This analysis uses the formal presentations
as principal input, but also does not shun the informal in-
puts. Each analyst, therefore, might derive. a different
structure, but hopefully the messages would be

The content and results of this workshop analysis
appear as two worksheetwwith their explanations. For
elaboration of the entries-=the observations of the parti-
cipantsthe interested reader should consult tie full
transcripts of the separate presentations whia follow in
these proceedings. Program content was one workshop objec-
tive; the other was "putting it all together." This latter
was the function of the State Fair, the small group sessions,
and "corridor talk." This post-workshop analysis summarizes
activities and outcomes under the topics (a) workshop
analysis via worksheets, (b) elaboration of data/analyses
actions and (c) summary of a work group discusSion. .
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WORKSHOP ANALYSIS VIA WORKSHEETS
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1
Strategies, techniques, and tools often form a dontin-

.
.

uus from the general to the specific, front the long range

to the immediate. Also, the introductidh cSa tool can have .. %

strategic motives, and the role and maturity of thestate
:

agency may'influence terminology and use. ,So also specific
problems may be addressed by similar or contrasting stra-
tegies,..techniques,.and tools. - 0

Moreover, because the state-level leadership context
varies widely from state-to-state, a strategy in one can

be a technique or tool in another. Therefo-ie, the content

of the program presentations requires' classification not
only in terms of tools, techniques, and strategies per se,
but also -in terms of issues and challenges with which state-

-agencies must deal . . . and, in fact, many presenters

. 'dealt extensively with their perceptions of such contexts.
0

A brief summary ip,f the state agency ':situation" appears

next" as prelude to the clustering rationale., Then follow

the-two worksheets and their explanations dealing with

problems and actions. .

The State:Agency .

The state agenby represents the interface betweenthe
statewide education system and the governmental and external

bodies which would influence it. It must both advocate the

budget and require accountability. Many presenters referred

-to the essential and herculean task of knowingant.under-
standing these various constituencies and roles. For example,

the faculty member is fearful that his multifaceted activi-

ties"and joint products are not upderstbod and that data

solicited may also prove to be insensitive to them; and the

iinstitutions also are0fearful of misunderstandings. Thus,

intiwate'knowledge of role, scope, and dynamics of the

institutions is both strategy to build toward confidence in

agency activity and tool to aid specific agency opera-,:Ions.

With, the widening scope df postsecondary education, agency

staffers must broaden their knowledge base to encompass the'

pioprietary and work environment sectors as well. And, of
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course, the basid (not superficial) knowledge requirement
further extends to the increasing numbe'r of external bodies
having a prime interest in the,educational system.

On the ther side of theAterface, governmental involve
ment has as umed such a complexity and intensity as tc1.
require full knowledge of processes and intent's by the
agency just to keep abreast of increasing and realistic
governmental initiatives, let alone pave the way fOr the
agency's own initiatives. The complexity .of theudecision
environment not only embraleis deeper involvement of legis-
latures and the congress, but also the executive and judl-
cialbranOhes. The .state agency - -4s relatively new
arrival on this expanding sceneclearly must acquire know-
ledges and develop skills heretofore unknown in handling
the affairs of postsecondary education. k-ici the sooner
such acquisitions, the sooner the state agency will regain
or reinforce its function of managing,land correctly inter-
pret the public interest in postsecbndary education as a
service rather than an institution.

Clustering of Problems and Actions

In ietrospect, the many problems besetting the state
agency appeared to cluster three ways. First, graVe_con-
cerns were expressed over the actual "survival" of the
higher education system as it has been. The pressures of
deflation appear everywhere from resources to esteem as well
as markedly shifting goals and cliefitelee; also, the con-
ventional components are regrouping. Thus, the'state agency
faces a whole host of problems asjthe advocate of the post-
secondary education system (whate ei that is). Second, the
system no longer solves internal,problems primarily gener-
ated internally. Problems appear from the external social
context, and external groups (e.g., governments And unions),
are rapidly assuming significant decision initiatives.
These "external initiatives" comprise a second cluster of
problems for the state agency. And third, the state agency
must wrestle with its own "agency behavior." As a relative
newcomer, its tenets of. professionalism and decison role
are. still in formation. What about staff parity with educa-
tion and government counterparts? What expertises are
essential and what roles are expected? Participants at the
workshop were chiefly from the staff ranks and displayed
great concern over these matters.

Agency response to these clusters of Eroblems may be
viewed as clusters of actions. Such actions,or'strategies,
'techniques, and tools, are viewed as a continuum along one'
dimension and clustered content-wise along another. The
broad content clusters are social:, cognitive, skill, and
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personal, indicative of, the broad action areas that the

Vste agency should cover. The virtues of participatory.p.d.Cesses.,timing, and communication appeared to .be neces-

, sary social actions in every state. In the realm of cogni-

tive actions,.the manifold issues and challenges bf.the

problems clusters'emphasize the necessity of-a broad know-

,, ledge base and expdrtise with policy planning methods.

,...

,

Data management andpertinentstudies/anayses. often.
. .

,

bt Um9 prime. importance. Skill action in %these areas may

un erwrite state agency success or failure! And,finally,

protessional pelf-confience; i.e.; personal actions, must

be emphasized during state agency maturation. Issues and

challenges must p'e met by. persons, who, haying the requisite

professional expertise, must themselves put'it inr'Practice.
.

'' .

In this analySis,two worksheets are developed, one fo*r

problems, the dpher,for actions:. 'hese address the two

main topid of discussion elaborated above, problems and4

actions, and they, organize the observations. made. by the '

p icipants along dimensions which werenot necessarily
explicit,during the workshop. In using botnWorksheets A

and B, the readet should remember,,that these are not analyses

of related research-stu4ei, with overall hypotheses urianr

test. They are pictorial clustering§ of seemingly related

experiences, 'attitudes and action suggestions by a group of

independent presenters, from as many different states and

agency contexts.

Explanation,of Worksheet A - Prob:litIps

In its left-hand column headed "ForecastrWorksh et A

depicts the overall organization of the workshops according

to modules of the program agenda: Note also the numbering

of the authors for'fater reference. The central column

headed "Aftdast" dlus4ers topics which emerged from actual

presentations and discussions at the workshop, Selferal

diffeient groupl.pgs were tried (without influence f;om the

module topics) in arriving, at survival, external initiatives,

and agency behavior (together with illustrAtive sub-topics).

Note that in retr spect the modules of"the left - hand column

cluster reasonab y well the same way. HoweverL, the reader

should note tha the Forecast employs titles and the Aftclst

11. employs content. opics. A given moclule presentation often

-covered a number of topics and so item -by -item correspondences

between the two columns should not be expected. However, by

aggregations, th ,'Issues a 'Challenges" which emerged did,

indeed, 'cover the anticipated 'problems.

The third column displays "Example Participant Observa-

tions"on a continuum from general to specific. Many 6Y-

.

4s,

"it



I WORKSHEET A Problems
A."

c

FORECAST

PROBLEMS OF STATE LEVEL LEADERSHIP

6. Dealing with Dwindling Resources
[Martorana (6)]

4: Problems Clinic Where Do We Turn Kir Help?
[Noel (4a), Schietinger (4b), Ivens (4c), Lichtman (4d),

, Fife (4er) Cramber (401

1. trirformation Related Problems in State Planning
[Hollander (1)]

AFTCAST,

STATE LEVEL ISSUES AND CHALLE
1

1

Clienteles, resources and programssf
Instruction, research and service (1/R/S)
Public, private and proprietary
External questions and internal fears
System metamorphoses and goals

Fiscal uncertainties
Internecine institutional conflicts

7/8: Problems and Issues Related to Legislative Processes:
Part IState,c Part IIFederal

[Riebman 17a), Andrews (713); Andringa44811

3. External Interest Group Impingements
[Millard (3)]

...
State legislative involvement
Federal influences
Policy making by the courts
External interest group impingements
Accountability and quality seeking
Consumer protection and collective ba
Licensure and accreditation
Institutional vs educational interests

9. New Assumptions for StateLevel Leadership in the Future
[Mautz (9)1

5. State Agency Relationships
Ai, [McCarthy (5a), Porter (5b)1

2. Problems and Issues Related to the Data Game
[Huff (2)]

1

Forces and expectations
Policyplanning initiatives
Diolectical advocacy
Staff expertise and parity
Decision role and operational activities
Political interaction and anticipation



AFTCAST

ISSUES AND CHALLENGES

rces and programs
arch and service (I/R/S)

and proprietary
ons and Internal fears
rphoses and goals

ties

itutional conflicts.

EXAMPLE PARTICIPANT OBSERVATIONS

SPECIFICGENERAL

1

survival crisis (6) tension resulting from dwindling money (2),(6),(9) ...
drop in publicconfidence (6) ... and students (2),(9) f

how to maintain the triad I/R/S together (6)
protect private sector (1),(7a);(8)

need more optimism in PSE (3),(6),(7a)
move toward learning society during retrenchment (7a)

public wants education, not institutionasurvival (7a)
cannibalistic conduct within universities`(1),(5a)N.,0

regicinal veto over new programs (6),(7a)

Involvements
es

by the courts
t Eiroup impingements
and quality seeking
ection and collective bargaining
qcreditation
educational interests

1

tations
initiatives

and parity
d operational activities
tion and anticipation

government initiatives (3) indirect and spillover effects (3)
intensive role of state in education (9)

melange of Feder'al.programs (8)
congressional interest sagging (8)

Fed. don't hear from state legislature nor agencies (8)
increasing educational qualifications for licensing (9)

unions decrease sysiem flexibility (3),,(8)
legislative studies of education (7a)

Fed. struggle for accreditation/certification (8)
Federal Trade Commission actions (3)

wide demand for data and studies (2)
*a cause will Jose against raw politicapower (5a)

Dual role: adversary/advocate (5a),(5b) how t hold private educ. accountable (1)
how to work with legislatorS (7b) compos'Ition of governing boards (3)

, "' .privacy of information (3)
misuse of data (2)

competition with other social services (8)
who to communicate with in institutions (5b)\

NONIIIMMIN 1111111

* NOTE: NuTper ikey to moduleffiresentor. Reading of formal paper will, indmost
instances, reveal the idea although in a few cases,. the idea came during discussion.
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these are keyed to an author and approximate page number
(see first column). These are not quotes and,in some cases,
represent'a'combination of similar thoughts by more than
one author. Nor are they intended to be exhaustive nor
analytical, but rather supportive of the first two columns
and also suggestive, such that the reader might add his own

.recollections or experiences._

Explanation of Worksheet B - Actions

Worksheet B organizes the content of the presentations
along a continuum from Strategies through Techniques ai.
Tools, These are the actions of interest' to agency staff in
facing the Ispues and Challenges depicted on Worksheet A,
and of course, address the first part of the workshop title.
The presence of entries on this worksheet, therefore, illus-
trate anotha dimension of the correspondence bttween Aftcast
and Forecast. These entries are keyed in the same format
as for Worksheet A, and the same caveats apply. As there,
the reader should add his own recollections or experiences.

A word on the method of clustering may be helpful, --

especially because Lhis is the last of several trials, and .

it may appear unfamiliar to the reader. First of all, the
"observations" of the participants often were couched as
exhortations rather than as results of substantive and
generalizable experiences. And many were clearly applicable
in one state but not another. FurtherMore, a strategy today
may become a tool tomorrow, or vice-versa. This amount of
variability almost defies charting, and Lcither suggests
referring the reader solely to the full transcripts and
his/her own contextual referents.

However, the search continued by pumping strategies/
techniques/tools, and referencing them to the Issues and
Challenges of Worksheet A. The resultant format introduced
both redundancy and non - uniqueness (either general applica-
bility or application not specified by the participant),
so clustering the whole collection of examples was attempted
and this approach finally yielded'these Actions: Social,
Cognitive, Skill, and Personal, with their subdivisions
shown as the left-hand columns of Worksheets. The reader
may wish to move some items around and should feel free
to do so. The two-dimensional format, even with its limita-
tions, is still a better display for this information than
are separate lists.

1 k;
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STRATEGIES ................

WORKSHEET B Actions I.
,

ACTIONS

.

<
U0
co

<

1. Participatory Processes and Timing

establish simbiotic relations (5a) time agency

initiate legislative progrirD before session (8),(7a) &Item]

work with all agencies, courts and union
0 keep arguments in logic arena (5a)

2. Communications

/,

N.

3

be advocate of education (8)
quality of interactions (2)

contact

work through legislativesstaffs (8) strengthen ties wi
,,, use various institutional administrative echelons (1).

.

.
-

14.1

>

co
0
0
co

1. Knowledge
.

educational system expertise vs agency staff (5a)

..
faculty joint product and personal fears (2)

political processes and the courts (5a)
external groups (4)

2., Policyplanning Methods
(alternatives /consequences /evaluations)

.

. N.

sense what is "do-able" politically (7a),(8)
.. focus on ultimate decision needs (3)

. .

-.1
-.3

co

6

1. Data Management

4.

data not neutral (2) from (I
refuse to provide data (2) i

targl

2. Analyses

.

test data for relevance to question (1)
be anticipatory (3) .

-

-J
<
O
co

1. Professional self confidence

.

select management contro6pr political control (5a;(5b),(7131
keep ahead of legislature (3),(8)

strong boards have performed well (9),(7
rectigure,public esteem for higher education (

.

cc
LI/a
CS

.

2. Professional Commitment

'

Saigraf~

maintain perseverance (5a),(5b)
. esta

,i,

l'

AMMIIIIMIMI11111.

4 NOTE: Number is key to module/presentor. Reading of f o
reveal the idea although in a few cases, the idea came durin
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EXAMPLE PARTICIPANT OBSERVATIONS * -

. ,........ TECHNIQUES TOOLS4.4.
i

time agency initiatives with regard for legislative reactions (7b) recognize raw political power (5a)
4 broaden policy input base (7a)

session (8),(7a) determine power bases and employ persuasion (8)
seek opinions from attorney general (5b),(6)

gencies, courts and'unions furnish requested data at once (1),(2)

in logic arena (5a) regionalize and share(6)

must educate Fed's (7b) help state budget officer (5b)

. , get to legislators (7b) understand governmental bureaucracy (8)
work through external elite groups (3)

contact institutions only at dean's level and above (5b)
8) strengthen ties with state (7), and Fed's (8)
'ative echelons (1)

vs agency staff (5a) decisions often made on non-data bases (1) workshop ECS handout
d personal fears (2) funding formulas (2) congressional contacts data sheet (9)

courts (5a) legislative processes (8) NEXUS, NCHEMS and other data groups (4a4)
c.

.

olitically (7a),(8) resource allocation methods (6) consider the "oughts' (2)
sion needs (3) realistic fitting of programs to resources (2) simulations (2)

anticipate pptential impacts realistic data bases (1)

.,

from (new) goal develop measures then collect data (1) NEXUS, etc. (4a4) .,

test new questions with mock data (1)

ways to misuse data (1),(2)
NCHEMS software (1),(7a)
data organization chart (1)

target MIS development on required decisions (2)

(1) do special and anticipatory studies (1) simplify funding forumlas (2)
sx understand power bases (5a),(7b) determine readiness (7a)

- ,

(

ical control (5a,(5b),(7b) establish staff parity actuallY, or de facto (2) _ professional diplomacy
mediate between universitiekand legislature (5a),(5b),(9)

ye performed well (9),(7b)
m for higher education (7a),(7b) .

keep open communications (9) have understanding spouse (7a)

establish credibility for professional objectivity (8) .. be independently wealthy (9)

presentor. Reading of formal paper will, in most instances, .

... :., the idea came during discussion. 12 i
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PART II

ELABORATION OF DATA/ANALYSIS ACTIONS

e.

4

The saying "one fact is worth a thousand opinions "' is

suggestive of the 1Tofound role played by data and subsequent

analyses in the daily work of the state agency, from monitor-

ing the attainment of current goals to forecasting, policy-

planning, and budgeting for new<pnes. 'Data leading to

information are in a sense both the end and beginning of -

agency activity. They reflect agency issues and challenges

and present interesting opportunities for exploitation of

strategies, techniques, and tools. Half of the workshop

agenda was devoted to the spenifics of the "Data Game" and

most of the presenters had some observation to make, whether

aligned with issues and challenges or with strategies,

techniques, and tools. Whereas, Worksheets A and B treat

state agency problems and actions in a global fashion, this

section singles out the'data/analysis sector for further

specific elaboration. Although it is chiefly action-oriented,

it does have policy problems which pose issues and challenges.

As above, this text is meant only to be "suggestively inte-

grative" of what transpired at the workshop and not exhausfive

of the topics.

Wider View

Data/analyses have conventionally pertained chiefly to

general studies of enrollment, instructional and financial

operational data. Current ,studies are focussed,more on

specific decision objectives and involve additional kinds

of data and analyses. A wider range of socioeconomic data

is necessary, encompassing also major issues and arguments,

and pertinent political bases of power. The relatively new

data and methods pertaining to possible futures relate

closely to policy planning. And the increasing emphasis on

accountability and institutional effectiveness brings to the

-fore newer management techniques developed in business and

industry as suggestive for state agency operations inter-

nally and 171.s-a-vis the institutions in the system. Further-

more, an open system was generally proposed, with an-empha-

sis on effective communications at all levels, both intra-

and inter-agency.

133
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But the open system is not without its problems.
Another facet of the wider view stressed at the workshop
embraced secrecy,' disclosure, and availability, citing
current federal and state legislation. Also cited as a
potential problem was the increasing demand by,governmeut
for 'new data, notably affirmative action (increased employ-
ment/enrollment statistics) and accountability ;(possibly
follow-up of graduates). These new demands put aaarge
strain on agency and institution data capabilities and
Agency must therefore be carefully considered. ,Suggested
were special ad hoc studies (rather than augmentj.ng the
general ongoing data capture), streamlining and,,where
necessary, citing the costs involved (sometimes tantamount
to .saying "No").

The wider view must be accommodated, yet with expertise.

Analyses

Although data commonly' feed analyses, speaking further
about analyses first serves to emphasize the workshop point
that the purposes for collecting data must be clearly under-
stood in advance. This was carried a step further in thb
suggestion that mock data be used to check both the likely
influence on the impending decision and the effectiveness
of the data collection instrument. Other purposes of data
were suggested to be the monitoring of progress toward goals,
accountability,and planning. Such purposes set the stage
for the kinds of Analyses to perforr4.

Another role of "analyses" (indlusive of syntheses and
designs) is the generation of alternative courses of action.
Attention shifts from "is" to "ought" and to the underlying
dynamics of the susteM under study. Useful techniques em-
brace simulations and system parameters such as the Induced

.Course Load Matrix and Faculty (or Student) Transition
Matrix. Much insight can be gained relatively straight-
forwardly, though many useful computer software packages
are available from NCHEMS* and other organizations. In-
creasingly, institutional researchers are employing more
sophisticated mathematical models, at least to structure
their own thinking. The, state agency-should have access to
appropriate analytical talent, whether in-house or as con-
sultants or possibly via arrangements with faculty members
within its system.

Data

The workshop heard numerous specific suggestions con-
cerning the "Data Game" and "Data Management." Some agencies

*National Center for Higher Education Management Systems

1r1
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are able to operate their own computer data processing
center containing tapes of operational data from member
ins.tititionsjothers cannot or wish not. The objective in
any case is to have available the right data at the right
time at the right cost. Workshop participants shared their
own approaches and problems. The great value of quickly
closing the loop back to the data source was stressed and
of relating all data specifically to agency purposes. The
great utility of using the HEGIS* taxonomy and NCHEMS p,:o-
cedures lay in their nationwide development and acceptance
and reasonable guarantee of definitional and measurement
compatibility.

Through formal and informal discussions, the workshop
was reminded of quality attributes of data,.ranging from
misinterpretations by the supplier,and his second-guessing
what was sought, to unavailability, in whole or in part.
Such matters are crucial to state agency posture for pro-

blem solving.

The seven presenters at the "State Fair" propounded the
resources available (principally data) from their respective

organizations. Under the intended program agenda, these
data would be available to the problem solvers in the work-
shop small groups discussions.

*Higher Education General Information Survey

4
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PART III

SUMMARY OF A WORK GROUP DISCUSSION

Eight t ten persons representing New York, Pennsylvania
Rhode Island Indiana, North Carolina, and South Carolina met
for a total of three hours of focussed discussiofi. The
charge was to select a problem/issue and seek tentative
answers to the following questions: nature of problems/
issuesv desired solution/situation, obstacles to be overcome,
and means for overcoming.

Everyone was congenial and contributed, but interest was
-more in getting acquaiAted with each other and the situations
in the other states than in following the letter of the
charge. In part, this was because the,tim%was too short to
fOcus.on a topic of manageable size, because the age/inter-
ests of the participants was too wide, and because too much
background was necessary to develop first.

The ensuing "background discussion" did un17eil a number
of problems, several of which were then narrowed in a

"focussed discussion." These discussions certainly reflecth'
many of the items appearing on Worksheets A and B, and pro7
vided a good illustration of a potentially profitable work"-

shop activity could more time have been allocated'to it.

Background Discussion

To get everyone's concerns out on thd table, each gave
a brief sketch of the 5itutation in his state. in this
reporting, the following "problems" were mentioned. These
varied by state and by age/role of the participant. Order

carries no significance. For example:

a -Student input: lacking or unorganized or where
student is on a. governing board, he/she may not
be qualified. (Also the absence of a faculty
trustee.)

b Position, the agency should take toward "unsound"

legislation. Perhaps re-interpret legislative
intent and influence its implementation.

136
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c - The whole question of agency staff parity with

institution staff, and types of visits to'campuses

(depends on whether agency is SEE' or BOR);

d - When and how tofplan, given the crisis mode of

the agency and the seeming irrational behavior

of the decision makers;

e - Highei- Education continues ds the focus; the pro-

prietary schools are not listened to;

f - Reversion to simple budget formulas does not stem

from agency leadership as it should;

g - How to keep legislature from meddling in manage-

ment of the education system;

h - How much does planning really affect the budget?

i - Accountability of overhead on research grants,

a forthcoming "can of worms; 4nd

j.- Eliciting consensus on 'what education should be.

Focused Discussion

Attempts to draw a common problemfrom the background

discussion led first to:

a - "Agency-Legislature Relations"

This problem cut a wide swath depending on Vie nature

of the agency (its "powers") and the (historical) strengths

of the institutions, as well as the styles of all "actors"

and the de facto attitudes of everyone. In short, the

tppic'caas too big for headway in the hour or so8remaining.

The second problem attempted was: A

b - "Moving Planning Where the Action Is"
4

The potentially good role of planning was illustrated

by NewYork, both the Regents' goal setting and the con-

sensus of 'the public/private organization. The planning and

political processes were viewed as moving in parallel. But

ad hoc behavior and the potential "power" of junior agency

personnel were "awesome." The complexity of both internal

and external forces rendered this topic too.proad as well.

The final problem focus became:
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c - "Legislating Faculty Workload"

This topic was an effort to narrow scope still furth9r,,
but actually it circled back to the first two topics! do
the one handlthe agency could seemingly forestall legislative
"meddling" by its anticipation of issues and prior briefing
of legislator's. But on the other, data appeared to be.
futile because of legislative "whim"--and the best approach
was suggested to be simply to strive for tne most generality
in legislation and then to deal directly with implementation,

'even if (as in one,state) the twelve-hour law is interpreted
such that the audit everyone conforming!

Time ran out withogt sufficiently "solving the problem."
Also the group preferred general disdussion over grappling
in further depth/with a specific problem. Thebembers de-
parted reasonably pleased with their interactions.

Had. the group wished to pursue problem - solving, it might
have generalized its total discussion according to the
following format:

Nature of Problem: Unhappiness with Agency -
Legislature- Institution interrelationships.

0
Desired Solution: Positionof qualified
leadership and influence.

Obstacles: Lack of Agency staff parity, pro-
fessional expertise and de juro role.

'Means to Overcome: Identification of px.0-
fessionaI components of Agency activity and
solid in-service training,. (Also salary help.I.

*

This concludes the Post-Workshop AnalySis. After re-
ferring to the actual transcripts, readers might wish to
edit the worksheets according to their own observations.
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